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THE EFFECTIVE ECHO
A Dictionary of
Advertising Slogans
Valerie Noble

A unique guide to the more than
2,000 slogans i n print media published between 1965 and 1969.
0

Brief history and psychology of
the slogan i n American advertising

64 years ago
we came up with a great idea
( published chemical literature! ')

Three main alphabetical listings
Dictionary of slogans
Subject classification
Company of source
Appendices
Chronology of slogan lists
published in "Printers' Ink"
Useful Bibliography
Miss Noble has been active in advertising and public relations for
many years and organized and administered an advertising agency
I i bra ry.
176 pages

Soft Cover

$8.00 (New York purchasers add
appropriate sales tax)
LC 71-110487

SBN 87111-196-9

ORDER NOW
f rorn
Special Libraries Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003

Over sixty years ago Chemical Abstracts
Serv~cedeclded to coilect, abstract and
index the world's published chem~calIiterature. Rlght from the beginning we Publlshed all the ~nformatlon in CHEMICAL
ABSTRACTS - the journal that, together
w ~ t h~ t scomprehensve ~ndexes, has become known as the "key to the world's
chemical Ilterature."
We st111publlsh CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS
and ~ t s~ndexesand we will cont~nue.But
in the last decade, we've been expand~ng
our services, and have created the Chemleal Abstracts Servlce Information System
- a group of related serwces that vary n
subject, depth of coverage, currency and
distrlbut~onmedia. The System is des~gned
to do one thing - to satlsfy YOUR chernlcal n f o r m a t ~ o nneeds. There are services
that alert you to art~clesthat W I I be abstracted In CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS There
are others that cover speclflc portlons of
chemistry, such as the polymer and blochemcal fields. In addltlon to the printed
form, many of our servlces are available on
rnicrof~lmor computer-readable tape.
So, if you need chemlcal ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n ,
but don't want to get burled under ~ t our
.
Chemical Abstracts Servlce lnformatlon
System (or part of ~ t IS
) your answer. Flnd
out for yourself. W r ~ t eus today at. Chemlcal Abstracts Serv~ce,Dept. 13C-L.
The
Ohlo State U n i v e r s ~ t y .Columbus. Ohlo
43210, U.S.A.

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
a d w i s m of The Amencan Chernlcal Socrety

THE OHlO STATE UNIVERSITY. COLUMBUS OHlO 43210

A unique reference
work for every
special library

Dictionary

Difficult
Words
Compiled by
Robert H. Hill
This extremely useful dictionary is
intended for those for whom the ordinary desk dictionary is not enough.
Businessmen, editors and journalists
are only some of those who will find
it invaluable.
All the elementary words that constitute the bulk of most dictionaries
have been eliminated and only those
that cause genuine difficulty in spelling, pronunciation or definition are
included, making this dictionary
ideal for methodical word study. I n
all, there are 15,000 entries.

LETTERS
W h y Not Sunday?

Cong~dtulations to Janice N. Latlendorf
for a fine article entitled " 1 he Special Librarian in the hlodeln World" (ST,, Dec
1970). This article should be read on the first
RIontlay of every month by librarians elerywhcre.
George F. Heibe
The H. TV. Wilson Company
Bronx. N.Y. 10452

Abused? Amused?

Irwin Pizer (ST., Nov 1970) has noted tlle
abuse of the T h i s Journal expression in an
earlier issue. I wonder whether he has had
the clluckle that some of us at Kent have
enjoyed over the recent collection of articles
from its earlier years recently published by
tlle vigorous Canadian education journal,
T h i s Afagazine is c ~ b o ~Schools,
it
known variously to its friends as either T h i s Magazine
or About Schools. T h e collection, of course,
is titled T h i s book is about Schools . . . we
are assuming the proper cataloging entry by
the time LC works it over will be with the
name of the journal 21s corporate autl~or.. . .
Duncan Wall
Kent State University Libraries
Kent, Ohio 44242

Set a Child Free

As up-to-date as possible, the dictionary includes a significant number of new words that have been
coined as a result of cultural change,
technological growth, and recent
discoveries in medicine, pharmacology, physics, chemistry and the
behavioral sciences, as well as many
current and frequently used acronyms.
Only $5.95
P u r r h n u n of our b m h have
c h o w ~n Dricins (h-e
bmk.

The John Day Company
anilntqt publisher
257 Park Avenue South, N.Y. 10010

EASTER SEALS
March 1-April 11

How to kee your
vertical fi es
'kurrent"on current affairs.

P

Send for your 30-day on-approval
copy of The New York Times
Thesaurus of Descriptors.
Not so long ago, a moon landing
was pure science fiction. And pollution control just a footnote in the
national budget.
And your vertical files had only a
few items on each.
Those "few" items have probably
grown to hundreds by now. But unless your filing vocabulary has kept
pace, it's tougher to find material
when you want it.
Which is why you need The New
York Times Thesaurus of Descriptors.
It's the most comprehensive, upto-date source of subject headings
and cross references available. A

the
forget-you-not
subscrbtion
.

That's just another name
for our popular "till forbidden"
service - automatic annual renewal of your subscriptions.
F. W. Faxon is the only fully automated library subscription agency
in the world, and now you can put
our IBM 360140 computer to work
for you - to assure the prompt,
accurate, efficient handling of
your subscriptions.
Send for our descriptive
brochure and annual librarians'
guide.
Library business is our only
since 1886
business

-

guide for organizing your vertical
f i l e s s o m a t e r i a l is p r o d u c e d
promptly and completely.
You'll find guidelines for handling even the most complex subjects. (What could be more complex
than material on spaceexploration?)
A flexible outline you can adapt tp
your own needs. And to a constantly growing and changing current
affairs vocabulary.
Use the Thesaurus of Descriptors
for 30 days-without obligation.
The price is $225. Send your "onapproval" request to: The New
York Times, Library ServicesIInformation, Dept. SL-480, 229 West
43d Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.

Neru AAAS Symposia

Research for the
World Food Crisis
Fifteen disti~lguished scientists conclude that
I I C W 1rrct1rod.i a ~ l dtechniques will make it possiblc to meet the food needs of the world's rapidly incleasirrg population t h r o ~ ~ g h o uthe
t
21st
<(.IIIlIrV.
Idited by Daniel G. Aldrich, J r . 320 pages. 25
illu\trations. 31 tables. Index. Retail price:
S12.50. .\.\AS member price when payment is
wnt 1,ittl order: $10. ISBS 087168-092-0.

Arid Lands in Transition
Scientists from 14 countries assess the changing conditions, the potential for development
:tnd possihle solutions to problems of developmcnt of arid regions in 15 countries in exery

Ordcr today from

American Association for the
Advancement of Science
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
Telephone: 617-329-3350

Suite 114, 1515 Mass. .4ve., S.I\'.
Washington, D.C. 20005

OUR LIBRARY CUSTOMERS
ARE SAYING I T BETTER
THAN WE CAN .

. .

w

"Some difficult and frustrating acquisitions problems were solved when w e began
t o channel our book orders to Research
Books."
Mrs. E . 4 . McGuinness, Librarian
So. New England T e l . Co.
New Haven, Conn.

If your library is not receiving this
kind of service, we will welcome
your collect call to Mr. Tom Korn,
Sales Manager, at 2031345-2605.
Or write for our brochure describing
discounts and services available.

RESEARCH

. . . more letters
S L A KO'ed by liotlaos

Having been a member of SLL4 for some
thirty years, it is not easy for me to now
cancel my membership.
However, since I am now retired and
since you d o not operate a placement service
any more, I feel that the small fee of $5.00
could be used more to my interests in promoting other objectives. For instance, the
Humane Society in its fight to prevent cruelty
to animals, particularly, right now, cruelty to
horses i n rodeos. I enclose a pamphlet from
the Humane Society. Read it and weep!
If I had more money I could do bothstay with you and help the Humane Society
-but tliat is another story.
Good luck and my best wishes always and
warm ~wnembrancesto SL.I.
Jessie Agnes Matson
New York, N.Y. 10025

BOOKS, INC.

HADDAM, CONNECTICUT 06438

2 0 31345-2605

Complete library supgly scruice in sci/tech and
business books of all publishers, domestic and
foreign.

L O W COST PERIODICAL
A N D P A M P H L E T FILES

P.S. Z d o utr a great deal of m y m o n e y for
~ u l r n 5 i v rt ~ a - r ~(rEl g y p t , Russia, G l c e c r , etc.).

Special Libraries welcomes
communications from its readers,
but can rarely accommodate letters
in excess of 300 words.
Light editing, for style and economy, is the
rule rather than the exception, and we
assume that any letter, unless otherwise
stipulated, is free for publication
in o u r monthly letters column.

-

Sturdy-A ttractive Unique
ALL SIZES SAME PRICE
FREE SAMPLE MAGAFILE sent upon request. You will receive it by return mail along
with handy size-chart and additional details.
No obligation or salesman follow-up.

SLA Conference
June 6- 10,

197 1

San Francisco, C a l i f o r n i a

%2+&%4dPre-Register and Save

*

%

HEAT TRANSFER & FLUID FLOW DATA BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC
A Handbook for all engineering disciplines as %ell as heat transfer specialists
Time-saving design problem solver

-.. :...
.I.*

T h e 2-rolume set contains over 500 pages: 22 sections of formulas, diagrams, curbes, charts and specific design information. T h e books take
u p where textbooks leave off. They contain a comprehensive compilation of data gathered by G E heat transfer authorities from worldwide
sources and made available in handy reference form.
T h e volumes can be kept current with a n annual information service
-more than half of the information is less than 5 years old-additions
and rebisions are made several times per year.
2-Volume Set
Updating Service

S290 in U.S. & Canada; 33.50 other cour~trieq
S i 5 and Sl li/year respectivelv.
received b y 5/1/71

Send orders to: Teclinolo~y llarketing Operation. General Llectric Company
1 River Rcl., l3Idx. #5-509. Schenrrtady, hew York 12305

Place your standing order now for these
two indispensable reference sets.

17th edition of the

Brockhaus Enzyklopadie
20 Volumes ( 1 1 vols. available to date) Wiesbaden, 1966(Individual volumes not available.)

$24.50 per vol.

Theilheimer's

Synthetic Methods of Organic Chemistry
Volume 24/1970 Yearbook now available Basel, 1970
(Individual volumes are available.)
Administered through

STECHERT- HAFNER, INC.
31 East 10th Street, New York, N. Y 10003
Branch offices and agents all over the world

$60.00

Can the Librarian Become
a Computer Data Base Manager?
Herbert B. Landau
Auerbach Associates, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

There is a need for Data Ease Managers to administer large machine readble files of information. This need can
and should be met by the library profession, but first, librarians must become
skilled in the language and techniques
of computer systems and data managemerit. ,411 annotated bibliography is appended to assist librarians in a self-education program.

0BSOLESCENCE of book libraries, as
we know them today, for general factual
information is expected between 1985
and 1998 with 1992 as the most probable
year. Computers are foreseen to be used
for both storing abstracts and for retrieval of documents. Such systems will,
however, be very expensive" ( 1 j.
Librarians will begin to see an ever-increasing number of predictions such as
the one above in the next decade. Despite their personal (and sometimes emotional) reactions, they must, as information professionals, address the question
in a direct and objective manner.
O n several occasions recently, this author has encountered a professional position known by such titles as Data Base
Manager, Data Administrator, or Data
Base Coordinator. Used in this context,
a data base may be defined as a large collection of information, stored primarily
in digital form, which is organized to
allow for computer-assisted searching antl

retrieval of specific data as required by
users.
T h e Data Base Manager functions as
the overall planner and administrator of
the data base and serves as the human
interface between the data base and its
users. This is quite similar to the way in
which the conventional librarian administers his book collection. Figure 1 presents the functions of a data base in
graphic form. T o demonstrate the similarity between the data base and the library, two published references on data
base management are cited below.
Goldhirsh (21, in one report, introduces his Data Administrator within the
context of a common data base computer
center, a complex of intercommunicating
computers, storage devices antl peripheral hardware revolving around a vast
~nachine-readable and-structured data
base. T h e Data Administrator, according
to Goldhirsh, is the individual responsible for the common data base, its iogical organization antl its interaction wit11
user and programmer languages. He regulates and standardizes ~ocabularymctl
to describe the data base content, provides for documentation and indexes to
assist users, and in general, ensures that
a logical interrelationship exists among
all system components.
Kevany (3), in a more recent paper,
discusses how a full-time Data Base Coordinator was appointed to administer a
lalge machine-readable file containing
data on urban transportation. His Data
Base Coordinator's functions are similar to that of Goltlhirsh's Data Adminis-

trator. They involve providing assistance
to ~lsers,extracting information from the
data Ixtse, assigning names to data base
entries and providing guidance in what
should be documented, in how much cletail, and in what form. Kevany's Coordinator also reg~llai-lyupdates the data reference files, produces documentation and
statistical reports and arranges for their
dissemination to users.
One can see that these two job descriptions sound remarkably like that of a
conventional librarian. Kevany implies
this similarity when he states (p.43), "one
may draw an analogy between the data
base antl the holdings of a library." Goldhirsll is more explicit. He remarks (p.2-2)
". . . the Common Data Base and its
data management apparatus is a library,
supported by many users with related,
although varied, interests."

Who Are the Data Base Managers?
IL computer data bases are similar to
libraries, why are these collections of machine-readable tlata not called libraries,
and why are they not administered by li1)raiiarls? One reason might be that "tlata
base" sountls more impressive tlian "lihrary." Another m i g h t be the fact that
"a data base manager" can probaldy command a higher salary than a "librarian."
Rut tlie p & A p a l reason why librarians
are not managing these new machinereadable libraries is that they do not
know how. It is not the librarv, urofession from which data base managers are
drawn but the tlata processing field.
It is not uncommon to oliserve large
<,
files of machine-readable data on many
sul~jects (including l~ibliographic data
banks based on the LC MAKC files) being designed and managed by data pi-ocessing specialists who lack both library
training and experience in serving information users. Unfortunately, many librarians see nothing wrong with .this
situation. However, if these digital information files were stored as words on paper and bound in the form of books,
serials or reports, librarians would immediately insist that the files fall within
their area of professional responsibility.
A

Few lil~rarianshave made the transition to computer data base management
became they fail to recognize the fact
that a librarian is Inore than a keeper of
Imoks. He is really (or at least he should
be) an expert in the organization, storage, retrieval and use of information, regardless of what storage medium and
level of mechanization are applied to it.
T h e computer tlata base sl~oultl be
viewed as an evolutionary extension of
the traditional bound volume library, in
the same sense as bound volumes replaced parchment and papyrus scrolls
and clay tablets before that. T.Vhile the
medium of storage and techniques of access may change, the basic organi~ational
principles and logic remain the same. As
evidence of this one has but to witness
the joy exliibitetl by computer software
designers when they are introduced to
s~tcll"elegant" (and old) library concepts
as controlled vocabularies, classification
schemes, descriptive cataloging, cross references, index files antl the like. Indeed,
the techniques employed by designers of
advanced tlata management software are
conceptually quite similar to those of tlie
library world.
Because of a love affair with the paper
storage medium, many librarians have
ignored the great potential that the computer offers as a tool for the storage and
manipulation of information. As a result, lil)rarians, with a few important exceptions, 1lal.e failed to master the tools
and the language of modern electronic
tlata IN-ocessing. They cannot automate
their own systems nor can they effectively
comm~inicatewith the computer people
who can. Information conservatism of
this type will ensure that the design and
administration of tlie growing number
of machine-readable data bases will go,
by default, to computer specialists and
not librarians.
M T ecannot, as professional librarians,
retreat into biblio-mysticism and ignore
information storage media of a non-book
nature. l2Titll a history of more tlian 2,000
years addressing the intellectual problems
of storing and retrieving information, we
slioultl be leading the trend to automated tlata bases instead of looking to

DATA BASE USERS

-

CONTROLS
INTERFACES WITH
OTHER DATA BASES

MONITORS DATA BASE USAGE
AND A S S I S T S USERS

PREPARES
DATA BASE

STRUCTURES

DATA BASE

HARDWARE
DATA BASE

HARDWARE

MACHINE READABLE
DATA BASE F I L E S

Figure 1. Data Base Manager Functions

I1iwtlxva1.e and software teclinicians for
tliwction. Experience and insight into
tlie ~echniquesby wl~icllinformation can
be organized and utilized eminently quali f y the librarian for the modern function
01' tla ta base manager. Regret tably, the
nl;rjo~.ityof librarians are letting the opp o ~ ' ~ u n i slip
t y by. Therelo~.e,many n~otlern digital lilxaries are being designed
and run by c o n i p t c r specialists who are
deficient in understanding Ilow people
rlre and obtain i11fo1-mation.

Can the Librarian Become a Data Base
Manager?
Since tlie large-scale machine-readable
data base is a recent development (only
al,out six years old), it is not too late for
tlie library profession to assert leadership
in computer data base management. Ry
mastering the concepts arid techniques
of nloclern information technology, the
librarian can apply his experience and
training to resolye information problems
more effectively than ever before. (The

attacl~eclappendix cove1 s the more I elcvant cont epts.)
Training for Data Base Management
How can the libral ian I~ecometrained
in the new skills oT data base managenlent? Formal education in this area is
not readily availal~leto most of the liI~rai-yprofession. There are a number of
seminar courses offered I y various computer consulting firnls antl professional
g r o u p such as the Association for Computing A1achinel.y m d the Anlerican
h I ; ~ n-a,~ c m c nAssociation.
t
These courses
are, I1owever, heavily biased towards the
EDP field and are not really suited for
lil,rxians. T w o library-oriented courses
related to data Imse management are
;t\.ailal,le, but their somewhat restricted
scope and limited acccssil~ilityto the profession at large present a proldem. These
arc t l ~ eData Base Systems s u r x y caul-se
oll'cl.ct1 1)). the Graduate School of Lil,r;u.y Sc~.~ic.e
of UCLA (as listed in theilIlll'ollnation Circular No. 10) antl the
series of institutes on the Library of
(:o~lgl.c\sLIAKC (hIachinc-Keatl:il)Ie Catalog) System that has been spomored
11) the Amel ican Lilx a1 y A w k t t i o n ' s
in lo^ mat ion St ier~te antl Automation Division.
Formal education in data base managenlent remains a definite goal. For the
inin~etliatefuture, l~owever,the majority
of lil~rarianswllo wish to become skilled
i l l mec.hani/etl data base management
will have to do so tin-ough a program of
self-education and on-the-joh training if
possible. T o assist those lil~rariansinterested in do-it-yourself education programs, a bi~,liograpl\~
covering the skills
and F~~nctions
enco111~assedby tlata base
lnitnagement is apl)entletl.

T11e mecllaniled tlata base is an accomplislletl and expnntlirtg leality. As the
quotation at the beginning of this atticle p u l i c t s , it may one day lival, it not
I epl,tce, the book lilx a1 y as it offers the
p6tential of irnprovi~lg.man'saccess to
recorded information. T h e librarian, in
concert with the electronic tlata processing professional, must become an innovator in the new area of tlata base managelnent. T o do so will require a great
(leal of Ilartl work and cllanges in several
outinorled attitudes towards books and
the computer. However, the rewards,
110th intellectual and material, will justify the expenditure in effort. Should liI,rarians beconie data base ~rlanagers?
Yes, Imxuse if we don't, somebody else
will.
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Commentary on Education for Special Librarianship
Michael M. Reynolds
Scllool of Lib1 ary ant1 1nio1nl,l tion Sel vices, University of Ma] yland,
College Park, Ma1yland 205 I2

W 'The present trend to enlarge the definition of 1il)rarianhip a ~ information
l
science so that no one person or school
can pos"bly encompass tile limits of the
field has placed an impossil~le11~1rtlenon
1ilwal.y schools w11ic.h have ti aclitiordly
olt'e~.etlstt~tlentsa connuon core oE docu~nent-colir~.oI
activities. Special librarian-

T 0 < : O h I h l E N T on education

for special l i l ) ~ . : t ~ . i ; ~ ~;~I ~s\ IlIlIiI lI C~S ;I degree of
confitlence ant1 eslxrrise w l ~ i c l 1~ most
empfi;ttically reject. 1 am very co~~scious
ol' the tlifficdty of t l l i 5 task ;tnd view it
with co~~sitlerable
t ~ q ~ i t l a t i o nFor
. quite
frankly, it would ~ q u i r ca process of
analysis a n d clefi~~itioliwl~icli, like so
muny other librarians, I have not engaged in ft-ontally sincc i t was certain to
be intellectually i ~ ~ c o l ~ v e n i eFrom
nt.
li, came in to lilwal-y educabrary p ~ x r i c e 1
tion I ) e c a t ~ ernl~cllof the I~asisfor 111.0fessional tlecision-making was 1;tcking
and 1 felt very strongly that to 11e eRecrive, librarians must trandate programs
into terms ~~ntlerst;tntlal)le
to funtlers
and lil)~-a~.y
u s e ~ x Cert;rinly, we could
a n a l y e costs of lxtl.tic.~rlarfunctions, sucli
;IS
; i c q ~ ~ j s i t i o nand cat;dogi~lg, co111d
evell, within c c ~ ~ a iprescribed
n
lin~it:~tiom, tletcrmi~~e
the cost of service. But
the schools were not p q x i r i n g 1il)rari;ins
wit11 the untlerstantling or ikills necessary to engage witll the larger commug lil~raries'contrinity 11). a r t i c u l a t i ~ ~the

sliil), existi~lgmidway between lil~rarianship and information science, requires
speciali~edschools, special atlniission criteria, and a specialized c ~ ~ r r i c u l with
l~n~
emphasis on lilxarian involvement with
users in the enx.ironmenta1 context of
their needs.

I
It is 21s
bution to t l ~ eC O I ~ I I ~ I O Ienteqxise.
t11o11gl1rlie 1ilwai.y were an ail-plane in
Ilight, functioning beautifully, passem
gers comfol.table and safe; however, the
airplane is lost and relates only to itself.
I t seemed oI>vio~sthat more must be
clone by the scliools to make s t ~ ~ t l e n t s
aware of the nature ol lilxaries as institutior~alizetlresponses to societal expectarions of what i n f o l n ~ a t i o ~materials
i
should be made availalde, to whom, and
rlnder what circ~~msta~ices;
that the behavior of the lilxwy was not immutal~ly
fixed; and that there societal expectations
can Ile modified 11y the librarian and
thus provide additional service options
to the profession.
My trepidation in preparing this commental-.; was that 1 would be forced to
conclude that 1 had been simplistically
limiting the field by these assumptions
and that the tenn lil~rarianshipdid not
represent a current reality. And instead
li1,rarianship was only one small part of
what might I~etter11e called ;in informati011 tl.ansfer process 01-a conlml111ic;ition

process, or a knowledge process. For in
the past decade, at an accelerating rate,
there have been dramatic and rigorous
I-esearch efforts-many with resultant applications-in areas such as classification
of information, document retrieval, and
data searching, which have traditionally
been within the domain of librarians. I n
spite of the frenzy of redefinition, the
term "librarianship" does not encompass
this intensifying effort associated with an
emerging metascience of information.

Librarianship vs. Information Science
More to illustrate these differences and
not to demonstrate a hierarchy of value,
librarianship has been and is now essentially concerned with serving readers with
a collection of artifacts containing information (usually books) by organizing the
collection for use and by providing some
indication of the authority of the contents of the collection. Information science (which like librarianship has already taken on the characteristics of a
global term and is in the process of producing such subsets as documentation
and information engineering) is concerned with organizing information for
use. Librarianship and information science therefore arise from the same need
-the need to provide a client with information. T h e differences in approach to
the same functions require different professional attitudes, talents and educational preparation.
Fundamental to these differences-the
key variables-between librarianship and
information science are the character of
the client and the degree of his urgency.
T h e librarian is responding to a client
group which does not generally expect or
demand that the library provide them
with information and not literature. If
a user or group of users make this demand, unless additional resources can be
made available, the library is not prepared to support it on a regular basis.
T h e scientist/technician, apparently cledicated to the exigencies of a technological
society, is capable of generating urgencies that the library patron cannot. Consequently, an attempt is made to reduce

the enormity of information with which
he might deal by careful selection, analysis, intensive organization-even
production.

Purpose of Library Education
So for the library school student the
task is, apparently, to comprehend that
which is necessary in the organization
and operation of a library or information agency; to have developed skills in
logic, mathematics, understanding of cognition and epistemology; and whatever
else is appropriate to give greater intelligence to the variety of his efforts. Certainly it is beyond the ability of any
school, much less a student, to cover librarianship if it is defined in this broadened and intensified sense. Instead a
school and a student would do well to
attempt to categorize the information
field and establish for itself primary in-

stitutional or functional areas of specialization and to attempt to provide a quality educational experience within this
narrower subset of the information]
knowledge continuum. T h e danger of
establishing too narrow a task must be
faced, however, as realistically as not establishing any.
Historically, library education has responded to educating students drawn
from the same approximate geographical
area (many of whom have not clearly defined their career objectives). It has attempted to abstract from the functions
associated with the information transfer
process, those concepts (i.e., classification, reference, administration of an in-

Eormation related agency) which are presumably conlmon to all activities related
to the control of recorded discourse. It is
expected that once these are understood,
tlle graduate library school student will
be able to engage in any of the permutations of special client groups and information environments. While this has
tended to prepare large numbers of librarians to work in libraries, it does not
prepare librarians to work intensively
with clients in a particular milieu.
At this juncture library education must
attempt to respond to a far more complex and sophisticated society, one in
which information is seen almost as a
pervasive ether in which we move, pertinent segments of which can be made visible on call by library or information
specialists. Library education is already
making a considerable attempt to meet
this heightened awareness by changing
tlle mix of its teaching staff by hiring
faculty members who can contribute special insights and training from the physical, behavioral antl social sciences. Many
of these teachers do not, nor are they expected to have, library backgrounds. Of
more concern is their interest in the
problem of information, communication,
or knowledge.

The Information Process
Just as significant is the growing recognition by the particular disciplines
themselves and the academic community
of the critical attention which tlle information process demands. This is demonstrated in the work of tlie American Psycliological Association and T h e American Institute of Physics in st.udying the
information use behavior of their membtrsliips, in analyzing the dissemination
of newer professional literature, and in
developing mechanisms for more effective systems; it is further demonstrated
b y the emergence of educational programs, s11cll as Georgia Tech's School of
Information Science and Lehigh University's Center for Information Sciences,
where, in a cul-riculirm dedicated to information work, nearly all of the programs may even seem external to tlie li-

brary. These efforts are not competitive
but are rather complementary to librarianship and are the library school evidence of the need for precise articulation
of its own educational objectives.
Without attempting a taxonomy of
special libraries, I would like to force
special librariansliip between librarianship and information science. According
to my definition, the special librarian is
engaged in a library or information center, particularized by a subject or mission, and serving a client who has a
fairly well-defined interest. I n this setting, and subject to the client variables
indicated above, special librarians have
been special because their clients have
been special, and they have responded to
their particular client's needs in terms
of types of materials, sources of information, and services, at various points between librarianship and information science. O n the other hand, I would like
to suggest the possibility that every library, even a public library, has some of
these characteristics.

A Program for Library Education
The scenario, therefore, for education
for special libraries woulcl scan thus:

1. T h e school itself would be recogn i ~ e das having a primary concern with
tlle education of special librarians.
2. T h e prospective student would be
required to have subject training, specifically in a scientific or technical field,
and, hopefully, some experience in a
special lil~rary.For, if information problems are delegatctl to people ~ v h oare not
aware of the importance of info^-mation
or the ultimate use of what they are looking for, the material gathered or prepared will be incomplete, inaccurate, or
inappropriate, and the valitlity of the
process itself will be questioned. In other
words, the special librarian must be able
to understand tlie problem-solving beIlaviors of the user. Only in this way will
~.eliabilityincrease and time1energ.y in1x1t decrease.
3. T h e educational package or curriculum would provide a mechanism for
acculturation antl an introduction to

conceptualizing in the areas of organizing information for use (classification,
I~ibliography), the information transfer
process or system/user interaction (reference), and tlie organizational aspects of
information systems (administration).
T h e foundation course would, in essence,
replace the larger body of homogenized
course work referred to earlier and which
may, at present, occupy two-thirds of the
student's time and, hopefully, it would
pi-ovicle a foundation from wliicll students might select a particular specialization lor the remainder of the program.
4. T h e tracks for specialization would
roughly approximate the three broad
component areas in the core. This concentration, based on the interest of the
student, would capitalize on the use of
the expertise of a research faculty at a
more specialized level and better prepare
a student for professional engagement in
a role as an information processor, or a
utilizer in the context of a research team,
or an ;d~ninistrator.
5. Special librarianship does now antl
will, eve11 more, need to a n a l y ~ e a i d
evaluate its role in terms of information
\cience antl computer technology. Courses
in information science will introduce the
stutlent to the complexities inherent in
information retrieval systems and to tlie
~~rol,lemsand possibilities of alternate
document and information tlelivel-y systems. It would be inappropriate to reIieal.se here the growing relationship
among data, com~nunication, and the
computer. MThat it does indicate is an
expectation on the part of the library
school that the student have some background in mathematics, statistics, and
logic. He must also be prepared to learn
the rudiments of programming, in order
that he might better relate computer
technology to the necessary processes of
manipulating, storaging antl accessing
iiifolmation.
6. I n addition to formal course work,
it has I~ecomemanifest that the student
neecls direct exposure to an actual information situation in order to be nlatle
con~ciousof the total of a client group's
total information system, both formal
and inforinal. In this way the instlwctor

and the student can integrate the conceptual with the real and develop an understanding of the enviromnental context
in which the sum of the library system
responds to the user in terms of system
components, such as acquisition, analysis, or reference, and even more important how the user responds to the system.
Critical in these requirements-funtlamental to the strong motivation to affect
the character of the profession-must be
a desire on the part of the school antl the
emerging professional to change librarianship from a profession in which the
lilxarian occupies a position, performng
a set activity, to one in which tlie lil~rarian is directly involved in tlie information requirements of a client. Library
education must I x comparable to total
immersion, resulting in integral awareness by the librarian of client requirements; and, most important, it must
endeavor to estal,li\h in the student a
condition of mind which seeks continuously to integrate the dynamics of a
cliariging environment into lil~rarypractice. T h e cause, therefore, for my trepidation lies in the simple truth, that we in
tlie library profession have ;I Iiarcl day's
~vo1.kahead of us.
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The Dimensions of Law Librarianship
Carleton W. Kenyon
T h e Library of Congress, Wasllington, D.C. 20540

Law libraries cover a broad group of
diverse types. T h e author addresses his
remarks primarily to the smaller "working" collection found in county and other
public law libraries and related law firm
libraries. Generally, the librarian is witliout training in law librarianship; yet the
need for expertise, is vital. Steps can be
taken to acquire the necessary skills
througli participation in law library asso-

ciational activities and cooperative endeavors, "self-tooling," and concentration
on custodial activities and prorluctive
use of inside and outside resources. T h e
].ole of the Law Library of Congress is
outlined in relationsliip to the essential
responsibility of local law lil~raries for
I~ibliograpl~ical
acquisitions and quality
service.

A

agencies, and law schools-and private
law libraries located with bar associations, law firms, ant1 law schools antl universities. But in whatever organization
the law lilnarian is situated, there is no
cloubt but that the smaller the library
the greater the responsibility imposed
upon the librarian. T h e art of law liI ) ~ . a ~ i ; ~ n sisl ~baically
ip
and substantially
the same at all levels; it is just that more
of it is neetletl in the one or two person
li11ra1-y.
T h i s paper is aimetl primarily at the
law 1il11-aria11in the smaller lilxary (often termed the "working collection"),
lmssil~ly micro-lil~r;try following use of
small- or micro-states, focusing on the
county law library with incklental refere ~ ~ to
c cthe firm li11rai.y. Firm law libraries are, however, quite similar in operation to those in governmental agencies.
I t may appear presnmptuous for a
niember of the largest law lil~raryin the
IJnitctl States to hold forth on this sub-

GOOD FRIEND of mine, a retired
law librarian antl t onstitutional law
writer, once wrote that a law library resernl~letla "receiving hospital, a laboratory, and a cemetery for a learned, practicing professional public." Analogies are
certainly a much used legal technique,
but in this case the analogy fails for it
ornits the essential role performed by the
law librarian (I suppose the proper simile woulcl make the librarian into a
nurse, lab assistant, and grave digger).
"Seen one, seen them all" is a common
myth. If you look closely, however, you
can readily see the degree of care which
a librarian brings to his library antl his
many excellent antl creative contributions.
T h e profession of law librarianship is
difficult to fit into one mold because of
the many types of law libraries served. In
general, there are public law librariessuch as those found attached to courts,
counties, governmental branches and

ject. However, my Library of Congress
experience is only of recent origin. I have
spent 17 years working in and with
county law libraries. My most recent experience was serving as an expert witness
for the Washoe County Law Library in
Reno, Nevada. This involved a court
case brought by several attorneys against
the district attorney who sought to reduce the law library space from 2,400
square feet to 1,800 square feet in order
to utilize it for his deputies' offices.
T h e average law librarian is generally
not made or born, but appointed, and
the position can often be a second or
third one which he is expected to fill.
Most often the newly appointed law librarian will have neither the educational
background nor experience needed to
perform his role effectively, the salary is
minimal, and direction will be lacking.
A cry of help will receive little response.
But there are steps that can be taken
which will result in bringing about service of highly useful value and rewards to
the performer.
Acquiring Skill
Law is complex and ever-expanding
in content and increasing in volume. It
takes time to become familiar with the
legal mind (described by Thomas Reed
Powell as one which "if you can think
about something that is related to something else without thinking about the
thing to which it is related") and the
numerous outpourings it has produced.
Certainly a law or library degree can ordinarily not be expected. Nor can weeks
be spared for attending summer institutes such as have been held at the University of Wisconsin and the University
of California at Berkeley. It is possible to
attend the American Association of Law
Libraries' week-long institutes given prior
to the annual convention and the convention itself. One-day local meetings
and conferences, and AALL Chapter
meetings, are essential, not always because of the content but the personal association derived for present and future
use.
But with all this in mind, the great

essential is desire, self-motivation, the
willingness to seek out and continue reviewing the basic knowledge through
legal research and bibliography manuals
and handbooks-such as Morris Cohen's
Legal Research in a Nutshell (1968) and
Elizabeth Finley's Manual of Procedures
for Private Law Libraries (1966)-plus
knowing one's collection thoroughly. A
combination of law and library qualifications is appropriate. As Henry Adams
remarked of the 18th Century Virginians, "Their range was narrow, but
within it they were supreme." Quality
need not be a function of quantity. T h e
librarian's useful role is to multiply the
value of each book many times. T o do
this the collection must be studied and
reviewed many times, both for knowledge and its reinforcement and for keeping track of frequent changes in coverage. I would hate to relate how many
times I have had to study ALR and its
related digest and indexes to fix their
total function in my mind. Even the serious research lawyer will need direction
in its use.
"Self-tooling," a concept and phrase
made popular by Felix Stumpf, atlministrator of the California Continuing Education of the Bar program, is a widely
recognized necessity for the practicing
bar. In part, the need is felt by the expanding demand for more and improved
quality and efficient legal services. I n
turn, this results in greater demand for
the utilization of efficient law libraries,
r u n by skilled and invaluable law librarians, of a professional or para-professional nature, which will save the time
of the lawyer for truly legal problems.
Time, of course, is money, and any aid
given personally or organizationally to
the bench and bar will be highly appreciated.
T h e American Bar Association Special
Committee on Availability of Legal Services said in its 1968 Report that the need
is for "a law office librarian who does not
merely shelve books, legal periodicals
and other acquisitions of the office liI~rary,but maintains indices of all of
these and of all office briefs, legal memoranda being kept for future reference

and office forms, filed for use as guides
in preparing future documents." T h e
bar's thought along these lines seems to
be to train legal assistants or lay technicians whose library function is one
separate or one along with other work
(investigation, research and briefing, collection, answering dockets, etc.). A junior
college course is the recommended place
for the program. I t should be added that
general librarians are similarly looking
in the same direction to meet the personnel needs of their libraries.
Lawyers are noted for their loss of any
law school training when it comes to applied legal bibliography. This is where
the law librarian must be on top-out
ahead in mastering the indexes, tables,
guides, checklists and other smaller details of publication; e.g., American Jurisprudence 2tl Desk B o o k with its wealth
of data, complete contents of MartindaleH u b b e l l , and especially federal materials
(tables and popular name portions of
U S C A and U S C ) , and the Restatement,
popular name and ordinance sections of
Shepards' Pennsylvania Citations. In
other words, he must master the finer
points which the user seldom has taken
time to read or remember. Law librarians should be readers of prefaces, a
habit which pays off many times.
I was once asked if I was a teacher. My
response was unhesitatingly "yes," for I
believe the law librarian is essentially a
transmitter of legal knowledge in a "usecentered" institution, whether it be by
direct contact, or acquiring, organizing
and indexing materials. And as teachers,
motivation comes primarily from within,
staying one lesson or step ahead of the
user.
Collection-Its Acquisition, Organization and Indexing
One great deficiency I find in the administration of law libraries is the lack
of clearly defined objectives or goals
within which material is acquired, retained and used-in other words, a rational approach for building the collection and disposing of lesser used material. This requires a thorough knowledge

of the legal community served and the
role of the law library in planning,
through priorities in view of limited
means, to meet its needs. Having been
through one harrowing experience which
required justification for the library's existence in face of a recommendation to
abolish it, I can appreciate the need to
assess utility and accomplishments, difficult to demonstrate in concrete and tangible terms. A political change in government brought about this condition. Do
not misunderstand, an outside consultant's survey or a systems management
study of operation can, if the person or
persons are competent, serve many useful purposes. University law librarians

generally have a limited "law student"
view and should be used with caution in
analyzing public libraries. I have known
one who recommended addition of state
digests and general digest tables in the
center of the library and student carrels
in county law libraries. At least once, ask
yourself and answer to your satisfaction
the question, "Do we need this library?"
T h e answer will go far toward framing
the p a l s and plans needed to fulfill
those goals. Be as precise as possible.
It is the legal profession's use which
shapes the basic concepts. This is not
the same in each library. Closeness and
cooperation with other libraries vary.
Law firms close to public law libraries
will certainly house fewer first series and
old series of law reports. T h e function of
a public law library is slowly changing
since law offices cannot afford space for
collections increasing in range (a law
book is quite elastic nowadays) and
depth, the expertise needed to administer them and the enlarged role which
automation, mechanization and visual
media are making and will increasingly
make on the library.
With guidelines, selection of new material will be added by more than a

book-by-book basis, salesman's offers can
be better evaluated and systematic accumulation and maximum use of limited
funds attained. Numerous tools are available to aid the librarian-basic lists (including the Law Library Jotrmal), scanning volumes and articles for citations,
lists of periodicals indexed, material cited
in allnotated codes and citations, as well
a\ requests for works not present.
Guidelines can be of use in the tug of
war wliich develops between older attorneys and judges-generally well satisfied with library conditions as they areand the younger attorneys who are accustomed to using a broader range of
material. I should add that public law libraries are not founded for the sole betiefit (I hesitate to add for even the primary
benefit) of lawyers, judges, or other legal
personnel including librarians, or all of
them taken together, but essentially, for
the benefit of society at large.

Organization
T h c organi~ingof law books on shelve,
is fairly well set in legal bibliography
I~antll~ooks
(traced through Soule, Hicks
arid Price & B i t n e ~ )antl modified b y
physical demands. ~ e r i e r a l l y found tdgether are state and federal primary
so~~rces,
the national reporter system,
treatises (A-Z or by rough subject subdivi\ions), encyclopetlias, periodicals, form
books, etc. There are schemes available
for classing treatises (e.g., adapted I,os
Angeles County I m o Lihrnl-y Class K).
Lihrary of Congress Class K F is not of
this nature but follows the traditional
pattern of subdivision, i.e., primary matei ials 1)). form.
1,aw lil~rariesmust have a sense of organimtion to expedite location and ret~ieval.This basic iesponsihility mean5
maintaining a collec6on in a. usable
manner and keeping it up-to-date. Superseded material must be eliminated
promptly. Publishers' instructions must
be read and followed. Periodic review
for arrangement, order, and shifting is a
necessity. One Pennsylvania county law
librarian told me the Index to Legal Pe1-iodicals was useless for it was too diffi-

cult to use-and it was so because of the
way lie had allowed monthly, quarterly
and other issues to accumulate for years.
T h e word custodicin is currently in disrepute among lilxii.ians, probably because it implies a static condition, which
is not accurate, antl because of the association with a certain group who made
wse of the term to enhance their status.
But whetliei- called custodial, housekeeping, or maintenance, this thankless and
enclless task (never noticed until neglected) is basic to the efficient use of a
collection. It is not one big act but a collection of numerous little acts zealously

pursued. Its neglect can be easily spotted
when one wants to find out the quality
of work clone in any law library, for almost every item is involved, from filing
loose-leaf pages to keeping only cwnulative supplements. Some omissions in col.
lections are mandatory. (Xlany a party
has been improved by the guest who declined the invitation. Mark Twain once
said that any library was a good library
that contained nothing by Jane Austen.
T h e noted Los Angeles lawyer, Mrs.
Kempel. Campbell, felt the same way
about Hemingway. My personal omission
is Melvin Belli. However, my favorite
lawbook and the most cited one is \i7ebster's Thi1.d Intonalioncil Zlictiona~y.)
Be open to and follow through all user
suggestions, for the lil~i-arymust be suited
to the convenience of its users. But be
careful in making major changes from
isolated instances. At one university law
library all state codes and citators were
shelved with the state reports, state by
state. A professor engaged in supplementing Blasllfield's Au/omobile Law had the
codes and citators extracted and shelved
together for his use. After this was done,
the dean was given the job of bringing
Modem Legal Forms up-to-date and he
wanted the original arrangement.

Do not deprecate your collection because of the limited amount of material
it contains. In California, the statement
often offered is "we're only a cow county."
Thurman Arnold once said of the I-Iarvard Law Library:
" A complete law library is a fearsome
thing. Haroard has the largest collection i l l
this country. Professor Thomas Reed Powell,
when asked whether Haruard way the larg~st
law library in the world replied, ' I a m sure
it must be, because it is the only library
where three hundred thorisand books can be
lost at the same time.' "

There is value in leanness, for then one
is forced to make the most productive
use of what is available. If v&u cannot
increase the supply of resources, you can
increase its yield.
This leads to performing the essential
role of extending resources by referral,
locally and beyond. Good service is not
just $"ing direct results from your own
collection but knowing where information and material can be used, borrowed,
or copied, and where reliable guidance
can be found. Firm librarians. who spend
mucll of tlieir time in borrowing nonlegal as well as legal Inatelid, well recogrii/e tlie necessity to know and exploit
all I esouiws. This can alw lead to the
disposal of less used material when found
available nearby or in cooperative holding programs. Two countJ law libraries
immediately across the river from each
other purchased 6 of the same law reviews. IVhy couldn't one drop the 6,
purchase 6 others, and cooperatively use
all 12?
Use of microforms is possible for a few
itenis not available in printed book form.
It has always been felt that their form is
impracticable for lawyers' research metliods. However, limited space and lawyers'
increased experience in using microfilm
for older office files will give them at least
limited importance provided adequate
facilities for reading and copying are
available.
Library of Congress
How does the Law Library of the Library of Congress come into w e ? T h e Li-

brary of Congress is the principal book
collector in the United States, especially
since 1870 when two copies of every book
publidled have been deposited under
copyright law. This has made the Law
Library not only the largest library in
the world, but has given it the opportunity to become the most unique. This
latter trait is globalization through a foreign law collection staffed by legal and
language specialists, sustained througll
several world-wide programs, supplemented by the usual direct orders, of acquisition. A staff of 79 represents 40 foreign languages and 13 foreign and 15
foreign/domestic law degrees; four have
library degrees.
T h e Law Library neither is, nor can
it be, a vast storehouse of interlibrary
loan or consultant service. First responsibility is to Congress as its law library;
then, a source for courts and government
agencies; then libraries and the public.
Brief hibliograpliic questions and requests will be handled as received-more
detailed inquiries will be delayed or referred as time permits. Make certain, as
in all interlibrary loan work, that local
area resources (and in this case, state and
regional) are exhausted-and
this tlepends on your thorougll knowledge of
your local, state and regional resources.
I n the field of foreign law, citations and
shorter translations will be provided.
Photoduplicates can be purchasect for
non-copyriglltetl material througll the
phototluplication service of the library.
Books not in constant demand by the
primary users of the library can be borrowed by libraries (not firms or individuals) through LC's Loan Division.
U.S. Government pul~lications,such as
bills, hearings, reports, acts, etc., are
available from tlie Superintendent of
Documents.
However, as is true of most libraries,
with more staff, much more service could
be given. As much aid is given to each request as possil~le-and this can be said
for most all law libral-ies in the nation.
T h e point is that all law libraries are operated by people, and the staff of the
Law Library of Congress has the same
service orientation which will be found

anywhere. No library, not even the Library of Congress, can be so self-sufficient
as to be able to meet from its resources
all the demands made on it. T h e spirit
of mutual help, fortunately, exists between law libraries tl~roughoutthe nation.
Tlie larger a library becomes, the
greater tlie inability there is to acquire
coniplete coverage of each jurisdiction.
Conseqi~ently,local law librarians have
an essential role to perform by obtaining
locally published material for local needs
and for tlie benefit of the nation's preservation of resources. Local law libraries
sltould also transmit this information on
or copies of this material to their state
and national library, particularly such
items as local codes and regulations, local
court rules and other procedural manuals, bar association publications, legal
newspapers, briefs and records, and biographies. Larger law libraries are not
only givers hut often need to be receivers.
Indexing
Content analysis of legal material is
fortunately expertly provided by indexes, digests, citators, and other bibliographic aids. For optimizing results o f
different approaches to material, some access record made by the law librarian is
required, either through indexing, cataloging, or in firms, indexing legal memoranda and opinions and business methods (insurance, purchasing, accounting,
record-keeping, binding and care of capital resources, e~c.).I n tlle older days it
was a common practice to use a printed
library or book dealer's catalog and
check the libraries' lioldings in it. Interleaved pages were provided for later acquisitions. This is still done for certain
items, e.g., checklists of laws, codes, in
many libraries. But coverage of modern
works has become too specialized (Law
book.^ i n Print and the AALS Law Books
for L i b ~ a r i e sdo not list primary material), or catalogs have become too extensive (Columbia University Law School).
T h e New York University Catalog is the
last flowering of this one-volume type of
production.

Many a law office or governmental
agency legal counsel has been embarrassed to find a legal work product being
done a second or third time. Often, tlie
task of providing a simple, inexpensive,
workable infornlation retrieval system
falls on the librarian's shoulders. Here
tlle librarian can be guided by books on
cataloging, indexing and standard s u b
ject heading guides or the West Publishing Company K e y N u m b e r System to
reach a standard indexing system. Material should be summarized and indexed
by the person preparing the work produced, reviewed by the librarian for consistency, and placed on cards or other
storage devices (punched cards, tapes,
etc.).
Rela tionships
T w o relationships carry great potentials for development:

Relationship zuith governing authority. Mutual understanding and
cooperation can best be fostered by
setting out primary responsibilities
for respective duties, especially evidenced by selection and purchasing
decisions. Local authorities generally serve voluntarily and are often
unaware of their duties and responsibilities for setting policy, often
delegating these operations to the
librarian. U'liat they often do then
is to attempt to select and pass on
tlie purchase of each new book, the
librarian's job. Ends and means become confusecl.
Relationship with public. A proper
service attitude requires efforts to
make the library easy to use, with
long opening liours, and a continuing process of reaching out tl~rough
exhibits, guides, information bulletins, and publicity in local bar association publications. Every effort
should be made to provide conference rooms, typewriters and outlets
for machines, copying machines,
telephones and other modern paraphernalia wllicll a lawyer is accustomed to having available. Long
hours for use, especially evenings

and weekends when lawyers do
much of their research, should be
stretched as far as possible. Letting
the bar know what is available in
the library pays enormous dividends. T h e best possible publicity
is effective and willing service.
Summary
Personalities and abilities of law librarians have been the most deciding
factor and active ingredient in law libraries, perhaps more so than in any
other profession. Law libraries progress
as law librarians improve. Law library
collections grow even if neglected. Law
librarians must take it upon themselves
to grow, and become more proficient and
better able to serve their community.
T h e dimensions of service of law librarians are directly dependent upon
their style of performance. Their role is
as effective as their education and experience, but mainly their attitude of service and desire for self-actualization. It is
not the size but the quality of a collection-determined by the law librarian-

which makes the difference between a
fair and a great law library.
Law libraries have increased the effectiveness of legal practice and enriched
the livelihood of legal practitioners. This
is particularly true of the smaller collections, insulated by location, but where
the greatest need is felt and, when performed, should receive the most special
tribute.
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A Successful Microfiche Program
B. W. Campbell
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 90230

T h e various tecliniques, announcements, informational programs, and other
means one aerospace company document
center used to persuade its clientele to
use microfiche were analyzed. These
means were compared with those used
and reported on by other persons in the
field, and a retrospective study of other

PROBABLY
we all

have been bombarded by literature from purveyors of
microfiche cameras, readers and readerprinters extolling tlie unlimited virtues
of microfiche: on one approximately
4" x 6" sheet of film can be placed some
60 pages of material (or more, depending
on the reduction ratio) which is easily
stored, readily retl-ieved, and possible to
read with a minimum of unsopliisticated
equipment. We can also quote users who
beg to differ with such a naive view; anyone who uses any kind of microform can
and does formulate his own list of dislikes, in rather direct terms.
Bruno Augenstein ( I ) pays a glowing
tribute to tlie printed book. T h e book is
"naturally anthropomorphic" and can be
used in ways electronic gadgets cannot.
T h e Imok is matched to the human hand
arid eye, it can be taken to the beach and
bathroom, its storage life is relatively indefinite, and it provides an excellent file
with random access and search features.
It can be marked u p and annotated. I t
is immediately available without warming up or programming. It can be a work
136

related literature was made. An attempt
has been made to show that the ingredients necessary to the successful microfiche
program are education of the potential
user, ready availability of tlie necessary
equipment, and demonstration of the
economical advantages of microfiche
over hard copy.

of art, and is generally a more rewarding
esthetic experience than a piece of film.
Few librarians would quarrel with
Augenstein on the points he makes. Love
of books was most likely a factor in the
decision most of us made in becoming librarians in the first place. Whatever one
feels personally about microfiche, though,
they seen1 to be here to stay. Government
agencies and other concerns have adopted
microfiche as a matter of economic necessity and are promoting their use. Kegistered users of the D e p a ~tnient of Defense's Defense Documentation Center
and of NASA's Scientific antl Teclinical
In formati011 Facility until recently received microfiche from those agencies free
of charge, and still do in some cases; but
even p ~ ~ r c h a s i nag microfiche document
at $0.35 to $0.95 is much cheaper than
purchasing the hard copy at $3.00 or
more. Cost savings such as these, ease in
handling antl storage, and governmental
pudling of n~ic~.ofo~-ms
caused us to tlecide to go the microfiche route and to
persuade our scientists a n d engineers 10
accept them.

Education
Early in our microfiche program, we
decided the only thing to do would be to
point out the practical advantages of
fiche to the scientists and engineers who
use our document center-to
educate
them. We receive many microfiche on
automatic distribution, we explained,
and in many cases will have on hand
tlocuments in that form that they might
want to consult. We have readers which
we will lend to their orga~lizatiorisfor an
i~~tlefinite
length of time at no expense
to themselves, tllus relieving them of any
lack of equipment needed to utilize fiche.
By means of library information bulletin
announcements, flyers, arld a l i h a r y manual distributed to all new scientists and
engineers as part of their processing into
the company, we briefly tliscrissed the
why, where, antl how of nlicrofiche and
microfiche readers.
\Ire passed on to potential users reasons similar to those other people have
since expressed for having ac.ceptet1 microfiche [see Wicker (15) and Woosrer
(17~:
1. Building personal collections of
documents is much cheaper than buying
the hard bound (full-sized) copies.
2. T h e collection occupies much less
storage spac:e-a desktop file can replace
a large storage cabinet.
3. Individual items are muc11 easier
to retrieve from a small file containing
items of the same size and in the same
general format than from a large cabinet
containing heavier and bulkier documents of varying sizes.
4 . If a colleague wants a copy, he
can usually get one free or for a modest
charge from the library instead of borrowing.
5 . Scarce materials are more apt to
be available in film form than in hard
copy form. Much American report literature is available in Europe only as microfiche, antl the proportion is expected to
grow.
6. IYhe11 several people request the
same microfiche item from the library, a
copy can be made antl sent to every requester immediately. A hard copy can go

to only one person at a time, and the
others have to wait weeks for it.
7. When funds are short, microfiche
can be purchased much more cheaply
(up to $0.95 per document) than hard
copies ($3.00 and u p for the same documen ts).
8. A document frequently does not
contain information an index citation
has led a scientist or engineer to believe
it might contain, or else it might prove,
upon examination, not to contain any
information new to the requester. I t is
economically more advantageous to make
such a decision from a microfiche than
from a much more expensive hard copy
(ten to twelve cents per sheet of film of
up to 60 pages, reprocluced in house, vs.
scveral dollars for the hard copy). We
call this making a negative decision,
weeding out documents that prove of no
value for the immediate purpose before
going to the greater expense of obtaining the hard copy and then finding out.
9. Microfiche has extra value for
long-term storage of seldom-used material. It is compact antl does not tleteriorate rapidly.
10. I t is easier to print an individual
page from a microfiche than from a hardbound copy. T h e copy from nlicrofiche
is not distorted like a copy from a bound
volume frequently is, and there is no
danger of possibly damaging the binding
of the original.
11. Microfiche can be duplicated economically to fill requests from outside
tlle company and to estal~lishbranch files.
12. A collection in microfiche format
can be evaluated more quickly for its
strengths and weaknesses, balance, and
for weeding purposes, because the uniform size of the microfiche can be seen
as a whole more easily than a hard copy
collection of assorted sizes and shapes.
13. I t is cheaper to obtain a shol-t document of up to 30 pages or more in microfiche, have the requester examine it,
and then make a hard copy in house, if
he wants it, rather than to order the tlocurnent in hard copy form to begin with
from the Defense Documentatioli Center
or the National Technical Information
Service. J u s t where the economical break-

even point is depends upon the equipment one has.
14. I t is possible to maintain larger
collections by using microfiche format
than hard copy format.
Reasons users commonly give for disliking microfiche [Wooster (17)] include:
1. Readers are unavailable or too remotely situated, leading t o too much
time away from the office. (We have well
over 100 readers spread as evenly as possible through several plant locations,
thus obviating most of this problem.)
2. Notes cannot be made on fiche as
they can on hard copies. (I have no argument with this, except that I really
d o not want users to be making marks i n
the document center's documents anyway; users frequently regard documents
as their personal property, whereas they
are company property.)
3. Readers have poor optical and/or
mechanical qualities: the lamp does not
light the projected page enough, the machine frequently goes out of focus, the
fiche is too hard to manipulate from
page to page, and the like. (We have examined many makes of machine, and
have found these complaints to be very
true in some cases, but we feel the readers we use have a minimum of these
faults.)
4. Fiche cannot be read at home, on
airplanes, etc. (In fact, they can; there
are some very compact, liglitweight portable readers available. Secondly, this
should not be a problem in the aerospace industry, for the most part, since
for security reasons personnel are strongly
urged not to carry documents about unwrapped. However, if one must., some of
the smaller readers being offered for sale
are the 5-pound Voyager by Visidyne Co.,
Woburn, Massachusetts; the I I-pound
Gypsy by Atlantic Microfilm Corp.,
Spring Valley, K.Y.; a "book-size" microfiche reader by Microdisplay Systems,
Inc., New York, N.Y.; the 71/2-p0und
PMR/5O which DASA Corporation, Anclover, Massachusetts, recently designed
under contract to the U.S. Office of Education; and the ultimate, perhaps, the 6to 7-ounce nlodels 12 AILIF5 ancl 16 AMR

ambient pocket micro-viewers by TaylorMerchant Corporation, New York, N.Y.)
5. Fiche are not conducive to flipping
back and forth between pages, as from
text to charts and graphs. (True, except
it can be done, at least when both pages
are on the same sheet of film, and if one
is using a reader-printer, one can simply
make a hard copy of one or both pages.)
6. T h e true cost of reproducing hard
copies of individual pages is hidden,
since the highly paid engineer sometimes
does this himself. (It was never our intention, at least, for highly paid personnel to do clerical work; we have reproduction clerks to do this job.)
7. Printouts are often unwieldy,
heavy, curl up, etc. (This, too, is often
true, but it depends on the equipment
used; our reader-printer machine makes
flat copies that are perfectly legible if the
microfiche is legible.)
8. Personal reading rates are slower.
(Kottenstette's study (4), using a refined
analysis technique, does not agree: ". . .
indicated that the student's reading rate
was sensitive to particular readers (interpreted as an i ~ k i c a t o rof presentation
adequacy), but it is clear that the insertion of the 1-eader-fiche combination
into the channel of written communication does not intrinsically modify the
rates or quality of the information transfer.")
9. Half tone photographs, mathematical formulas, etc. are often impossible
to use or to interpret correctly.
is
undeniably a drawback in many cases,
but half tone pages will show u p much
more clearly if the photographer i n microfiching the original uses filters that
are proper for the specific page. Also,
text, formulas, or other material too
small or too large
- to read can be made
more readable by substituting a lens of
different magnification into the reader if
one has a reader with that capability.)
10. Fiche cannot be identified by size
ancl color like hard copies or books can.
(One cannot pick a fiche off the shelf by
the color of its spine, but fiche can be
marked with color coding. NASA fiche
are produced with color coding to indicate security classifications, and we color
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code our Defense Documentation Center
and our own company documents on microfiche with colored tape to indicate the
same things. NASA further identifies unclassified but limited access documents
with blue. W e also place secret microfiche in envelopes so identified in red
printing; confidential documents are also
placed in distinctive envelopes.)
11. Fiche are an artificial barrier between the user and the information he
wants. (This is a truth only if the user
lets it be; we have found that our younger
engineers and scientists who have more
or less grown u p in the age of microforms find microfiche no practical barrier at all.)
12. Other reasons, such as that the indexes to literature in microfiche form are
poor, pages cannot be torn out to give to
colleagues, sizes of microfiche and photographic reduction ratios have not been
sufficiently standardized. (One serious
gap in the indexing of older technical
documents has been surmounted only recently by l11e announcement by the Defense Documentation Center of four new
cumulative indexes on microfile of the
400,000-plus documents it accessioned
during the decade of the 1960's; thus, a
legitimate complaint of older literature
indexing has been answered. If pages
cannot be torn out, I am glad, but again,
a reader-printer solves this problem very
easily. T h e size of microfiche has been
reasonably s t a n d a r d i d to 105 X 148mm
(about 4" X 6 9 , and the reduction ratios
at from about 18:l to 24:l. Almost all
microfiche readers are designed to accommodate the above range. Ultrafiche
of 175:l reduction are quite a different
matter, and are not the subject of this
paper.)
We ~ n a k eno attempt to deny the very
real disadvantages of microfiche. Instead,
we find our users are more likely to accept the ralue of receiving the document
much sooner in micloform rather than
waiting several days or weeks to receive
a hard copy, always with the understantling that we will provide a hard copy
later, if still desired. Thus, we overcome
somewhat the reluctance of users re-

ferred to by Lewis (5) who summarizes
very nicely the traditionally acceptable
uses of microforms: the preservation of
newspapers and manuscripts, for distribution of materials available in no other
form, and the storage of older materials
that have comparatively little probability of use.
Availability
More and more of our users have been
persuaded to use microfiche because of
the second factor-availabilitv.
T h e microfiche version is usually more readily
available than the hard copy version.
Readers are to be had for ;lie asking,
within limits of a rather generous supply,
and at no cost to the user's department.
Hard couies can be made if wanted, usually on one-day service if we have the
niicrofiche. We provide current awareness services such as T A B , SCAN, S T A R ,
etc., which index almost all of the docu-.
ments our users will probably want, thus
making available to ;he user- much more
knowledge than he would have thought
possible.
Going
" into more detail, to facilitate
their access to the extensive microfiche
collections of DoD, NASA, AEC, other
agencies, and internally generated documents (we tell our users), portable rnicrofiche readers are now available for their
use which will allow them to read microfiche documents at their offices or laboratories. Many times, an expeditious viewinrr
of the aocument on &crofiche will
,<
satisfy such inlormational needs as: 1)
the document does not contain information that it was thought to contain; 2) it
contains nothing the user doesn't already
know; 3) only selected pages are needed
in hard copy form; or 4) simple note.
taking from the microfiche will suffice.
Our portable microfiche readers are
light in weight (15 Ib. or less), are packaged in luggage-type cases to facilitate
easy handling, and are human engineered so that minimal instructions are
required for their operation. Microfiche
can be read on the\; leaders under normal overhead lighting conditions in the
u\el's office. Readers can be chaged out

on a sllort-term lmsis (up to one week)
from the document center and from our
1,rancll libraries. Keaders are also available on an exterded loan (semi-permanent) basis to accommodate groups of
people, remote from libraries, who have
fairly constant need to view microfiche.
Further, to assist in organizing and storing microficlle collections, arrangements
have been made for stationery stores to
stock cardboard file boxes to handle 4"
x 6" stock, 4" X 6" index guide cards,
and envelopes to permit enclosing together ~ n u t i p l efiche comprising one document.
Thus, all of the equipment necessary
is readily available to tlie user; he has
only to avail himself of it to place himself in a favorable position in a competitive and demanding field.

Economics
Finally, a factor that can go a long
way to persuade management (including
cost-conscious department lleads) to back
the lilxalian in his efforts to sell microfiche is the economic factor.
.As often as not, a document is less
tllan 60 pages long and will fit on one
sheet of film (i.e., a microfiche). This
fiche is available free to registered users
oE DoD's Defense Documentation Center
(DDC), free in some cases from NASA's
Scientific and Technical Inlormation Facility (STIF), or at most, $0.95 per document from the National Technical Information Facili ty (KTIS), formerly called
tlie Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information (CFSTI). At
the other end of the \c,tle, the equivalent
bald copy sells to1 from 33.00 to S1O.OO
01 mole. Certainly that is a \ignificant
difference in cost. I n our case, we are
able to make halt1 copies in house lather
quickly, a good selling point in our p o r n ise to back u p microfiche wit11 hard copy
i f tlesirecl.
Some other economic factors, including one n~entionedby Lyon (6), are:
1. Making duplicates of fiche in the
collection is so economical (approximately ten to twelve cents pet piece of
film) that they can be made and given to

tlie user as an overhead item rather than
being charged to the individual department via a costly bookkeeping process.
2. Since they are inexpensive, microfiche are expendable, and a circulation
record doesn't have to be nlaintainerl for
niicroficlle.
3. Multiple requests can be satisfied at
the same time, rather than having users
wait their turn, thus losing valuable project time.
4. One thousand fiche, at 100 fiche to
the inch, fit into a filing drawer on a
man's desk, whereas hard copies may occupy an entire filing cabinet on the floor.
5. More needed material can be kept,
while at the same time reducing file space
necessary to do so.
Cost savings resulting from the elimination of bulky records in favor of filmed
records will vary from city to city, and
even within a city, but various cost saving experiences have been reported. hTews
F w n t (10) r e c o ~ ~ nNational
ts
Acme Company's saving itself from "being chased
from their quarters by mountains of
bulky records." Tlley were able to scrap
100 file cabinets, reclaim thousands of
square feet of floor space (costing almost
.$10.00 per square foot in 1967), and still
retain an efficient system providing access to their 73 years of existence.
A company requiring reproduction
and distribution of about 10,000 cliemical patents a year reduced the cost from
about 52,500 (25$ each) ;uinually to about
$470 (4.74 each).
One firm speciali~ingin office management estimated t l ~ a t (in 1967) it cost
about $7,000 in rental, materials, clerical
Ilelp, and management salaries for every
4-drawer file cabil~etow~lecl.Estimates of
space savings run u p to 96%) to 98%, a
very respectable savings in terms of dollars.
One company found it was costing
them $10 to $12 to wrap and send a hard
copy docmnent to a European location,
whereas five or six microfiche documents
could be slipped into an envelope and
sent air mail for from ten to twelve cents.
Lyon (6) gives a chart sllowing savings
resulting from less storage costs, cabinets,
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etc., less the cost of microfiche equipment
used to eflect the savings.
Reference to such studies as these provide, ample food fol thought for mandgement, if needed.

ingful comparison of filling requests
with hard copies vs. microfiche; From
supplying over 907; of requests for external documents in hard copy form in
early 1967, we now supply just over a
third in that form.
T h e success our microfiche program has
Summary
enjoyed resulted from use of the same
Is our microfiche program successf~~l? te&;iques employed by various librarI believe we can say yes, with proof. T h e
ians in various places. We maintained
accompanying chart was derived from
our enthusiasm, obtained the support of
actual statistics kept on the manner in
management, provided a reasonably adewhich requests for hard copies have been
quate supply of equipment, persuaded
answered: i.e., by hard copy taken from
sometimes skeptical users to at least try
the shelf, hy ordering from DDC, NASA,
the advantages of microfiche before conor some other agency, by reproducing a
demning thgm, and above a11 maintained
hard copy, or whatever. These statistics
our users' good will.
were converted to percentages as a meanThere are still some difficulties with

equipment, readers that do not work
smoothly, ones that do not cut out ambient light as advertised, that turn out to
be unsatisfactory for other reasons; some
material is not suitable for microfiching,
such as photographs of electron flow, or
oversized pictures and graphs, or sometimes the cameraman has done a poor
job and the fiche itself is not too good, or
the original hard copy was unsatisfactory. T i m e and effort should overcome
most of these drawbacks. In the meantime, we have a clientele of reasonably
appreciative users, and we believe we
have made their jobs easier, which is,
after all, our purpose and justification
for existence in the company.
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Accessibility, Browsing, and a Systematic Approach
to Acquisitions in a Chemical Research
Company Library
James H. Schwartz
Technical Information Section, Celanese Research Company,
Summit, New Jersey 07901

An assessment of four important collections in the library of the Celanese
Research Company revealed a need for
better book arrangement and identification in order to improve accessibility and
LO stimulate browsing. As a remedy, series of books were re-organized, informa-

tional signs were posted and gaps in the
holdings filled. With a look toward the
future, standing orders were established
and a new acquisitions policy implemented based on a permanent dialogue
between library users and library staff.

FORMANY

research staff. However, before new acquisition procedures could be initiated,
an assessment was needed of the qualitative composition of the library. I t was
believed that an assessment of four
highly used collections-general
reference books, chemical reference books,
polymer reference books and books available for loan-would
give the library
staff knowledge of the completeness and
ease of access oC the Library's holdings.

YEARS the acquisition
and display of published materials in the
library of the Celanese Research Company had been performed in a somewhat
irregular manner. T h e selection of journals, reference books, and books for loan
was done by someone who would periodically scan publishers' advertisments
and try to remember whether or not information covered by the advertisements
was of interest to particular scientists
and engineers on the research staff or
whether or not the topics covered by the
advertisements were of general interest
to the company. As a result, the strengths
and weaknesses of a great portion of the
library holdings reflected upon the memory of the person responsible for acquisitions.
In order to improve and systemize the
acquisition function, a policy was required which would optimize the library
staff's knowledge of the interests of the
125 professional members of the Celanese

MARCH1971

Reorganization
An evaluation of the general reference
books revealed a need for better organization and identification. I n order to
stimulate browsing and improve accessibility, these books were rearranged into
the following groupings and identified
with signs:
Biographical Information
Business Directories
College and Travel Information

Encyclopedias
Foreign Language Dictionaries
Hanclbooks
Handbooks-Data Compilations
Published Standards
Trade Name Directories

A study of the chemical reference books
also showed a need for better organization. I t was decided to divide these books
into two groups-organic chemistry and
inorganic chemistry. kVithin each group,
5eries of books were arranged alphabetically by author or editor. T h e group of
books on organic chemistry includes the
Following series:
Beilstein's H a n d b u c h dev o r g a n i ~ c h e n
Chemie
Elsevier's E?cyclopedic~ of Organic
Chemistry
Heilbron's Dictionary of 01-ganicCornpounds
Rodrl's Chemi.tfry of Carbon C o m pounds
Tl'eissberger's Chemistry of Helel.ocyclic C o m p o u n d s
T h e group of books pertaining to inorganic chemistry includes the following
..eries:

Grnelin's H a n d b u c h de1. mol-ganischen
Chemie
,Jacobson's Enr.yclopedia of Chemical
Reactions
Alellol-'s C o m f i r e l ~ e n s i v e Treatise o n
I n w g a n i c and Theorcticnl Cl2erni.c.t 1-y
Since fibers, coatings, and plastics are
among tlie primary interests of Celanese,
the most frequently used sources of i11formation in the lilxary's holdings are
reference books on polymer chemistry.
It was learned that many of these books
had been catalogued so that part of a
series hacl one set of Dewey Decimal
numbers and another part of the same
series had another set of Dewey nunil~e~-s.
Consequently, tllese books lvere scattered
in various locations. T h e books were
made more accessible by recataloging,
consolidating series, rearranging alphabetically according to title of series, antl
identifying the collection as follows:

POLYMER
REF.
1300KS
7'11is collection includes:

Encyclopedia of Polymer Science and
Technology
H i g h Po1yme1.s-A
S ~ I - i e sof M o n o graphs
Afacromoleczdn~.Reviews
M a c ~ . o m o l e c u l aSynthesis
~~
P o l y m e ~Reviews
Rooks available for circulation comprised the largest collection assessed. Altliougli these 1)ooks are kept in open
stacks, catalogued, and arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification
System, it was proposed that the subjects
covered by the books in each stack be
identified with signs in order to improve
accessibility and to allow for browsing by
the research staff. Plastic signs with oneinch letters on the front and back sides
were erected antl spaced at intervals
th~-ot~ghout
tlie stacks. Each sign shows
the topics covered by the hooks as well
as aplxop-iate Dewey Decimal Kumbers.
Two exarnples are:

51 1.39 KINETICS
CATALI'SI S

668 ADHESIVES
PLASTICS

Aftel the assessment was completed
antl signs installed, additional books wele
o ~ d e r e dto fill in gaps and standing orclels wele e5tablislietl for many of tlie
I elel ence series.

Acquisitions Policy Instituted
\\Titll a look toward the future, a new
acquisitions policy was implemented
I~asedon a permanent dialogue between
library users and library staff. This policy, aclllered to in the performance of
cwl-ent awareness services including Selective Dissemination of Information
(SDI), is dependent upon ten different
channels of communication as t1escril)etl
1)elo~v:
Profi1c.s-Just as profiles are usetl a s a
~najol-tool for scanning for SDI, they are
also usetl in the selection ol' books for
;~tItlition to rhe library collection. Pe-

riodically, each member of the professional staff is asked to fill out a questionnaire on which he indicates specific
interests related to his research projects.
T h e completed questionnaires provide
input for an annual computer-produced
keyword index divided into two parts:
an "Index of Keywords" with corresponding names of interested staff members, and an alphabetical list of individual scientists' names with their infor-

mation needs. T h e profiles are brought
up-to-date formally by submitting current
profiles to each staff member for updating. T h e unstructured profiles are then
analyzed and processed by a library staff'
member for inclusion in the index. Profiles are also updated informally on a
continuing basis.
Other media used to reinforce and
complement information from profiles
include:
Periodic Meetings rcjith Section Heads
-Periodically,
the leader of each research section meets with the staff of the
library for an informal review of current
research projects. T h e kind of information needed by each scientist is described.
I<esenirh Reuie-iu 11leeting.~-hIembers
of t l ~ elibrary staff attend formal review
meetings held regularly by the research
sections within the company. T h e status
ol poject needs are described at these
sessions.
Contact Men-Key scientists throughout the laboratories i n f o r ~ nthe library
staff of immediate changes in projects
whic11 reflect on snbjects relevant to the
acquisition program.
Tecliniccll I n fmmntion A d u i s o q Comwzittee-This committee composed of li-

brary users representing each research
section meets with the library staff quarterly. I n addition to discussing items related to library functions, the committee
members make suggestions f o r acquiring
reference hooks, textbook5, journals, and
trade literature. T h e committee often recommends where books should be shelved
in the library and whether or not informational descriptive signs
are needed.
ATewcomers'Meeting-Quarterly meetings of the staff of the library with professional employees who have joined Celanese during the previous three months
provide further ideas for the acquisitions
program as well as for general library
service.
Dialogue with Individual Research
Workers-Each
member of the library
communicates regularly with laboratory
chemists and engineers to learn of information needs and acquisition requirements.
Requests for Literature Surveys-Requests for retrospective literature surveys
often reflect new interests which are incorporated into the acquisition function.
~ l l ksearch requests submitted as a detailed questionnaire frequently show a
need for books and journals in a subject
area new to Celanese ( 1 ) .
Conception Records and Patent Applications-Copies
of conception records
describing new ideas by research personnel and requests for patent applications
are examined for new subject areas to
be covered by future acquisitions.
Progress
~eports-Reports
issued
monthly by research directors are also
scanned to determine current project
needs.
T h e direct involvement of the library
staff with the above channels of communication p ~ ides
o optimum
~
knowledge of
the personal needs of the research staff.
T h e program allows for more effective
lihlaly 5taR participation in the process
of info~mationt~ansfer .
In 1965, Trueswell ( 2 ) p ~ ~ b l i s h ean
d
1' 1 ticle on user cil culation requil ernents
dnd effects on stack thinning and mu]tiple copy dete~rnination.H e stated that
the information presented may he of

value to librarians for improving service
to the user and increasing the probability
of the user's finding what he wants. It is
believed this communication shares the
same objectives as well as providing
guidelines for increasing efficiency and
improved dialogue between librarian
and library user.

2. Trueswell, R. W. / A Quantitative Measure of User Circulation Requirements and
Its Possible Effect on Stack Thinning and
Multiple Copy Determination. American
Documentation 16: p. 20-25 (Jan 1965)
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Overseas
Report

Clientele Relations Programs in a
Technical Information Centre
Carlos I. H. Nelson
Technical Information Centre, Alcan Jamaica Ltd., Kirkvine, Jamaica"

Clientele relations is here defined as
the interpretation of the functions of the
Technical Information Centre in Alcan
Jamaica Ltd., and how it relates to and
effects its actual and potential users
within the complex.

H O I V CAN one positively

interpret the
function of a Technical Infornlation Centre to its clientele, both actual and potential, when this institution is a novelty
within the framework? T h e Technical
Information Centre to be discussed is
one of the many departments which,
when fused together, produce the company Alcan Jamaica Ltd.
This company, a fully-owned subsidialy ot the Aluminum Company of Canada, mines bauxite and ships as its product alumina. T h e alumina is further
smelted into aluminum when it arrives
overseas either in Canada or Switzerland.
This can be used in the building of airplanes, pots and pans, frames for houses
antl many other varied forms.
Alcan Jamaica Ltd. has two operating
plants, a purchasing office antl a port located at varying geographical points in
Jamaica. T h e majority of the professionals who work for the company are
cllenlical engineers. Therefore, the book

* Mr. Nelson is presently at the Acquisitions
Dept. Library, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa.
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stock and collections in the Technical Information Centre and sub-centres are in
the field of chemical engineering and its
allied and ancillary subjects.
T h e task of implementing an adequate
clientele-relationship program with respect to the Technical Information Centre was sometimes tedious, but often
challenging.
Some of the programs used follow.
Development of the Sub-centres
Because of the distance of the various
plants from the area where the Technical
Information Centre is located, sub-centres were established and operated at the
various locations, wherever a plant, port,
or office of Alcan Jamaica Ltd. existed.
At present there are four of these-Kirkvine, Ewarton, Port Esquivel, and Kingston.
1. KIRKVINE

T h e sub-centre at Kirkvine was the
earliest to be opened. Because of its proximity to the area where the main centre
is located, this sub-centre has a closer
working relationship with the central
centre. One has only to walk about ten
minutes to get from one area to the other.
T h e sub-centre, in other words, is located
in the plant area, while the Technical Information Centre is housed in the Administrative offices.
This sub-centre is a duplicate on a
miniscule scale of materials housed in
the Technical Information Centre. T h e
day-to-day operations of this centre are

through a secretary who carries these
duties as a part of her job tasks. Serial
materials are routed from the Technical
Information Centre to the various areas
of need and interest which are governed
by this sub-centre.
T h e Ewarton sub-centre is located at
another plant about 80 miles from the
central location. This centre, as far as
book collection, is divided u p physically
into two sections: T h e first section is located in the plant area, while the second
is in the Aidministrativeoffice area. T h e
whole operation is managed on a day-today basis, by a person assigned, again as
a part of her main responsibilities. T h e
serial materials that are routed within
this sub-centre are Iier sole responsibility.

serial materials that are routed within
this context are again the sole responsibility of the sub-centre.
1. KINGSTON
This was the last of the sub-centres to
be establisl~ed.It is also the smallest, not
by choice, but because of its practicableness. This office is the p~~rcliasing
office
for Xlcan Jamaica Ltd., ant1 it is situated
in Kingston, 65 miles from the central
area. T h e collection in this sub-centre is
quite small, but quite appropriate in its
context.
T h e serial material within tliis collection is not routed, instead it is left in
the racks, to be consulted by interested
personnel.

3. PORTESQUIVEL
This sub-centre is located about 33
miles from the central location. As the
name implies, tliis is the area where materials are received from overseas antl
from where the product of Alumina is
shipped. This sub-centre, in conlparison
to the other two centres, is small in size
with respect to pliysical location and
book collection. Here also, the individ11al who is in charge of the day-today
operation uses one-third of her time. T h e

In these centres are located materials
wit11 information relevant to each one's
respective location. T h e Port Esquivel
sulxentre would be the specialist centre
in the field of ports, railways, tlreclging
and shipping. T h e Kingston centre, on
the other hand, would have a collection
geared towards the business and economic, with special emphasis on purchasi ng.
T h e sub-centres are used as a means
of linkage with the Teclmical Information Centre, both for the ptu-chase of materials antl as a reference centre for clues-
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Publications
T h e Technical Information Centre isbues a Bulletin on a bimonthly basis
which includes all materials acquired
and catalogued for the preceding two
ino~itllsas well as a quarterly issue called
"Teclinical Reports" which contains all
reports acquired in the Information Centre for that quarter. A monthly report of
the Technical Information Centre and
sub-centre activities available to interested personnel is written and distributed
for the company's attention.

Kingston Harbour

Alumina News
Alurnina News is a company publication, compiled and provided for its personnel. Included in this biweekly paper
is a column called "Book Shelf," a presentation of the librarian's reviews of selected books which have been acquired
in the system.
Also, a comprehensive article is written
annually in one of the issues describing
die operations of the Technical Information Centre and sub-centres and the services offered. One of these has now been
compiled in booklet form and given to
new staff meml~ersas a guide to the use

O n e of the shunting engines owned by Alcan Jamaica Ltd. for work a t the Port.
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of the Technical Information Centre in
Alcan Jamaica Lttl.
Other Services
T h e Technical Information Centre
also makes it possible for staff to purchase personal materials through its order department.
Conclusion
T h e clientele-relationship programs
whicl~were enacted and formulated into
action at Alcan Jamaica Ltd. have proved
successful and form the basis of an excellent Technical Information Centre.
This does not mean that they have attained perfection. There are bottlenecks,
but not of grave enough importance to retard the future development and growth

of the Technical Information Centre and
its links. It should be pointed out that
the Centre is in its infancy, having been
in operation for only three years. After a
longer period of time, when this program has been entrenched and cemented,
one may then retrospectively assess the
results of this program. There is a definite plan to allow this clientele-relationship program to have as much life as it
needs to provide an effective service.
Seeing these programs work, as their
innovator, I have no doubt that they
will be a part of the Alcan Jamaica Ltd.
Technical Information Centre for some
time.
Received for wviezo J a n 8, 1771. Reuised
manuscript accepted for publication Feb
1, 1771.
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Library Staff Newsletter
An Experiment in Communication
Jeanne V. Von Schulz and Robert R. Kepple
Applied Physics Laboratory, T h e Johns Hopkins University,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

C OMPVIUNICATION

becomes a problem in any organization larger than one
person, and its seriousness increases proportionately as a function of size. Libraries are no exception. Even in a mediumsized library such as ours, with 30 stafl
members in different locations performing a variety of duties, the problem can
present a difficult challenge.
At the Applied Physics Laboratory LiI~rary,we first attempted a solution by
initiating weekly meetings attended by
the professional staff. I t was hoped that
the information excliangetl woultl, in
turn, be relayed by the attendees to other
workers in their re5pective projects. W ~ e n
it became apparent that this did not always succeed, we made transcripts of
the meetings and from then1 prepared
abridged versions for distribution to everyone on the staff. These abridgments
were, in fact, the genesis of the APL, Li6~n7:ySt@ Nezusl~lfe~.
Format

In order lo make the news items more
palatable ,to our readers, we added special features such as personnel notes,
word pu~zles,antl brief announcements
of current developments and innovations
in tlle library world. 1hTedesigned a simple masthead for the cover page and prepared a number of pen and ink drawings
to illustrate the text.
'The Nezoslettel-, having successfully
emerged from tlle embryonic stage, ron-

tinued to evolve until it had surpassed
tlle function of the meetings. As soon as
it was recognized that the Nerosletler
itself could accomplisll the purpose of
communication wliicll we had originally
intended the meetings to fulfill, the meetings were discontinued and the Newsletter became a regular, monthly publication.
News items which were formerly gatliered at the meetings are now obtained by
the eclilor during an informal, monthly
interview with each member of the professional staff. We have found that these
brief sessions can be conveniently atljustetl to individual work schedules, antl
that the time previously expended by the
staff in the preparation of r6sumi.s in advance of meetings can now be devoted to
other library activities. Yet, by comprehensive coverage in the iVc7osletter, everyone in the library is kept abreast of
new developments as well as the status
of continuing projects.
A monthly, instead of weekly, publication has enabled us to expand the subject matter. We now include, for example, biographies of our staff members,
synopses of professional society conferences and committee meetings, occasional
articles on the history of libraries, and
1)iographies of famous lil~rariansand bi1)liopl~iles.Staff members are encouraged
to submit original papers or essays, perliapsexpressing their views on a particu1,,n. dspect
,.
of our o p . a t i o n or, i f they prefer, any subject germane to the library

science fieltl. Frequently, a llumorous incitlelit which occurs i n the library is eitller ~ . e c o ~ m t eot lr used as the subject of
a cxtoo11. Letters h m o u r patrons, comnlentling tile library o n its services, are
always reprinted i n the Ne-iusletler as
well as important acl~ninistrativenotices
a n d policy changes.

Value of the Newsletter

A library newsletter can accomplish a
number of useful, ancillary goals. I n atldition to the usual morale factor, the
Arcwsktter serves to educate o r instruct
new staff m e m l ~ e r si n 1il)rary procedu~-es
a n d policy. Essays written by professional
1il)rarians o n the stalt can often inspire
a n employee, without previous library
experience, to continue his study i n the
Guidelines for Success
fieltl. Terminating employees sometimes
I n tleveloping the hTc7u,slellcr, we esrequest that their names be retained o n
tablidlecl t l ~ r e eg~titlelineswliicl1 we be[lie t l i s t ~ i l ~ u t i olist
n i n order that they
lieve are essential to the success of a pubmay receive news of former associates as
lication of t l ~ i stype: I) SII\IPI.ICITY.
The
well as l i l ~ r a r y projects i n which they
f o ~ m a tof the Sc7~l.sletrcl.lends itself to
have a continuing interest. 'The A'C~USsimple reprotluction. T h e original is
lelfcr a l m infolms rnanageinent of the
typed a n d the illusti-ations, many of
lil~rary'sachievements, ant1 is a n excelwliicl~we use repeatetlly, are cut o u t antl
lent source i n the preparation of formal
affixed to the original with masking tape.
progress r e p o r t s o n the lil)~.ary'sactiviI ' l l ~ ~ scopies
,
;ire pi.otlucetl easily antl
ties. T h e X m ~ . s l o t t1ias
~ ~ +ervetl as a
quickly on a n office copying inaclline. 2 )
model for o u r Inore widely distriljutetl
ISRE\~ITY. Brevity is the keynote i n srlspul)lication, the APIA Librni-y Accessions
taining the reader's interest. Ky limiting
I3l1llclin.
;untl varying the selection of special feahas
T h e A P L Librctry Stoff ATcw.~leller
tures, each issue is contained in a l ~ o u t
p.ovetl to be a valuable medium of comeigllt pages. 3) Prlrcpos~.Although spen l ~ ~ n i c a t i o Let
n . us now consitler whether
cial features enhance t11e L\7m%/~,11~~.,
we
o r not its exi5tence can b e justified in
d o not permit tllem to overwl~elmand
ternls of staff time. I.\'itll a professional
tlefeat its original objective-to report listalF of ten, a weekly meeting of o n e
I)ra~-y
l~usinessto tlle entire stall.
hour's duration consnmetl ten hours per
Some difficulties, of course, are to be
week, or, forty Iior~rsper molitll. Under
expected i n c ~ x x t i n ga newsletter. First,
t l ~ epresent system, the editor takes only
;in intlivitlual 11lust Ile found with the
one I ~ o u rpel- ~ n o n t l lo f the total profesintc~,cstalitl nlotivation to act as editor.
\ion;tl staff's t ime t o gather the news.
sonleone who is willing to devote a great
I ' ~ - e p ~ - a t i ooln tlle . Y ( w \ I ~ t t itself
~r
re;unount of elfort to planning the format,
cluires a l ~ o u tten 1lo111.sI J ~ I month.
'
Thus,
writing the n e ~ v sitems, preparing the il;I total of eleven I ~ o u n
per nlol~tllis spent
lr~strations, antl ?canning lil~rary litera;IS opposed to
to p o d r ~ c ethe .Y(,-i~~.\letr(~~.,
ture for pertinent material. Secondly,
forty hours peviously al,\o~.l)ed by less
>,onleapatlly may he encountered o n the
clfective staff meetings. \ZTe I~elievethat
p;wt of stalt n ~ e n i l x r swhen requested to
from the stantlpoint of I)otli accomplishcont~.il)ute,antl it may be necessary to
nlent a n d time, o u r expel-i~nenti n com;ipl)ly a measure of friendly persua\ion
nli~nicationhas bee11 sr~ccessful.
a n d pcrsktency. Ideally, staff members
slro~tltlbe guided to r e c o g n i ~ ethe nelvsletter as a n effective means of convel-sing
rvith o n e another on matters of mutual
i~lteresta n d of learning about the p d j lenls xvltich t l ~ e i rfellow workers may Ile
ex1)eriencing with their programs. By
r ~ t i l i ~ i nthe
g ne~vsletter;I\ a fo1-11n1,it is
~)ossil)leto d m w u p o n the talent and ex~ x r i e n c eof the staff to so1x.e p.ol)lems.

T h e Structure of the
Association Committee Report

THE
Structure of

the Association Committee was established as a Special Committee i n
J u n e 1969. Its charge was to study the present structure of the Association with an eye
toward identifying problem areas and recommending possible methods to improve the
overall structure.
T h e Committee has researched the problem and does have one tentative recommendation. I n order to better understand this
tentative recommendation, the Committee
tllought it best to outline the present structure first-what it is and how it is supposed
to op-"rate.

Board of Directors
SL.4 is made u p of individuals-some
7,000 individuals. I t is not a company we
work for; there are no in~mediatesupervisors
o r . Imsses. It is an association of individuals
w l ~ os h a ~ ca common interest or a common
profession. As members of this Association
we find it helpful to select a group of our
p w r s t o represent us in the management of
tlle ;iffairs of the Association. T h i s group of
1xers. elected by us, to represent us, and to
manage the affairs of the Association, is
called the Hoard of Directors. I t is made u p
ol 12 rnembers of the Association.

Headquarters
Since these 12 people are scatte~etlall over
the continent, and since it is not the same
I:! people every year, and since, obviously,
tlleir livelihood comes before Association
work, it behooves us to have 2 central office
5taffetl with persons proficient in the areas
ED. Y ~ I: IThis report was prescntetl to the .-\tl\isor). Council on Jan 29 during the SLA Midwinter Meeting in San Antonio. The result of a
straw tote taken o f those ptcsent indicatetl that
a majority lavorctl the ~ - c c o m m e ~ ~ t l ;01~ t ithc
o~~
Committee.

which are necessary to insure a n orderly dayto-day operation of the Association. Headquarters handles this day-to-day business of
tlte Association. I t is the business office for
the Association as well as the central point
for receiving and transmitting information
from and to members, Chapters, Divisions,
Committees, Advisory Council members, the
13oarcl of Directors, the public, and so forth.
Headquarters works closely with the Board
o f Directors.

Association Committees
Although the Board of Directors is supposed to manage the affairs of the Association, there are al-eas which need more attention than the Hoard has time to devote.
'l'llerefore, we have Association Committees.
.l'lle Committees are supposed to concentrate
their efforts o n "managing," if you will,
those areas lor the Board and reporting their
work to the Board for the Board to act o n or
not as it sees fit. ,\ssociation Committees are
not exactly a delegation of authority, but
rather :I delegatio~ro t responsibility. At present there are 26 Standing Committees, each
Ilaving been delegated a specific responsibility. Each Committee has a proctor who is a
member of the Hoard of Directors and whose
responsibility it is to keep himself informed
o f the work of that Committee. I n addition
to the Standing Committees there are occasional Special Committees which operate in
the same manner as the Standing Committees, except that they have a more limited
liletime. T h e r e are also Special Representatives appointed b y the Association President
to represent the Association a t non-Association meetings o r on non-Association hoards
or committees, such as SLA's Kepresentative
to the Library of Congress Liaison Committee of Librarians. These Special Reprcsentatives also communicate to the Board any
work they have done in their capacity as an
S1..\ Special Representative.

Actually, the Committee doesn't really
communicate with the Board of Directors; it
is the Committee chairman who communicates with the Board. T h i s is a n important
point because the Board of Directors, which
represents all of us, will only hear what the
chairman reports about the work of a Committee. If there is a good chairman and a
good working Committee, there are n o problems. If there is a n ineffective chairman but
a good working Committee, politics can raise
its head. If there is a good chairman and a
do-nothing Committee, something might get
done. But if there is a do-nothing chairman
and a do-nothing Committee, then there is
no hope.
Of course, this is not a flaw i n the structure of the Association, but it is a problem
area throughout the Association. I t is something everyone knows and realizes, but n o
one likes to talk about it. I t is one of the
facts of life, and it cannot be rectified by
changes i n the structure. What needs to be
done is that each of us, as conscientious
members of the Association, must vow:
1. Never to accept a n appointment o r a

nomination unless we are truly willing and
able to carry out the responsibilities fully;
and
2. Never to appoint someone to fulfill a
responsibility solely as a reward.
Just as each of us in our own jobs would
not shirk our responsibilities, Association
work should be looked upon i n the same
way, otherwise the Association is weakened.
If in the middle of a n appointment you
find that your job has changed, o r your management has cllangetl, or something else has
happened to prohibit you from devoting the
time and energy needed to fulfill your obligation to the Association, there is nothing dishonorable about resigning your appointment. Such a decision would in fact reflect
favorably o n you and at the same time
strengthen the Association.

Advisory Council
T h e Advisory Council is the next feature
of the Association's structure. T h e Council is
made u p of members of the Chapter presidents
and presidents-elect and Division chairman
and chairmen-elect of the Association. T h i s
body has a Chairman and a Chairman-elect
who are elected by the general membership
of the Association and who are also members
of the Board of Directors. As the name implies, the Council is a n advisory group-it is

supposed to advise the Board of Directors.
T h e philosophy is that since the Advisory
Council is made u p of representatives from
each Chapter a n d Division, its advice should
represent the consensus of the general membership. I t might be thought of as the largest
of all Association Committees, whose assignment it is to keep its finger o n the pulse of
the entire membership and be ready to advise the Board of Directors of the consensus
of the general membership o n any given
Association problem, plan or project. T h e
Advisory Council is not very often asked for
its advice, but it need not wait to be asked.
T h e r e is nothing to stop any member of
the Council from contacting the Council's
Agenda Committee a n d asking that a particular topic be placed o n the agenda for
discussion a t a n Advisory Council meeting
with a view toward making suggestions or
offering advice to the Board of Directors.
Here, again, a problem area arises-poor
communications-that
has nothing to d o
with the structure. T h e plain facts are:
I . Almost 100yo of all Board members attend every Advisory Council meeting, so they
know what the Council is thinking and doing.
2. Less than 10% of all Advisory Council
members ever attend Board of Directors
meetings (except a t mid-winter), so they d o
not keep u p with what the Hoard is thinking
or doing, or at least they do not have firsthand information.
3. Association Committees that do have
Chapter a n d / o r Division counterparts do not
always keep their counterparts informed, and
these same counterparts rarely seek to be
kept informed.

T h i s lack of communication is not a fault
in the structure. It is more a result of the
fact that SLA is a very democratic Association whereby a great deal of the responsibility is in the hands of the individual. T h i s is
good, if only the members would all accept
their responsibility and communicate. Rules
and regulations detailing who to inform 01how to keep oneself informed should not be
necessary.
T h e Advisory Council meets only twice
each year, but with good communications,
this should be sufficient.
O n occasion Association Committees do
comniunicate their work or progress o n their
assignments to the Council; however, this
pat11 of communication is not commonly
used.

The Structure of Special Libraries Association
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Figure 1. The size of the boxes does not indicate relative importance of the groups. The lines a r e paths of
communications, not chains of command. The length of
the lines indicates present relative frequency of communication. The dashed lines represent rarely used
channels of communication.

Figure 2. The additional lines depict communication
chonnels from headquarters.

Divisions

ciation President and it is the DLO's responsibility to inform the Divisions of their obligations to the Association and to hear and
try to help solve problems Divisions may
Ilave. Tile D L O is primarily concerned with
internal llousekeeping functions-financial
reports, annual reports, various deadlines for
DLO, by definiDivisiolls to meet, etc.
tion of tile Bylaws, sits with tile Board of
Directors and may comment o n actions contemplatcd by tlie Board that may affect Divisions, I,ut he may not vote,

Divisions are groups o f Association members who share a common interest. T h e cominterest
but
is
types
For
museum librarians and librarians in fine arts
departmental libraries of universities group
togetlier to form the XI~~seums,
Arts K- HLImanities Division; pharmaceutical company
librarians and lilxarians of pliarmacy depa1.tmcnt libralies it1 uriiversities group together
to iorm the Pharmacy Division. Besides
grouping by similar collections, Divisions
also group by similar employers, such as liImrians who work for \.arious aspects of the
petroleum industry glouping together to
fotm tlte I'ettoleum Dit i ~ i o n . These Dit isions are more or less autonomous. T h e i r
prime purpose seems to be tlie furnishing of
a forum or common meeting ground for
members who share a common interest.
T h e Divisions are loosely associated with
one another through the Division Liaison
Officer. T h e D L 0 is appointed by the Assou s u a l l ~ l

Chapters
Chapters are geographic concentrations of
Association members. Because of the geographic proximity of Chapter members,
Chapters convene nluch more often than d o
Divisions, T h i s higher meeting frequency
should contribute to a more timely awareness of Association plans, programs, policies,
and problems, as well as to better informed
representation o n the Advisory Council.
Chapters are loosely associated with one

another througl~the C l ~ a p t c rLiaison Oflicer.
who, like the D I . 0 , is appointed by tlie I\ssociation I'resident, and whose responsibility
o f their obligations
it is to inform (;l~apte~-s
to the Association and to hear and try to
I ~ e l p solve problems C:llapters may l ~ a v e .
Again, lle is concernecl with internal housekeeping for the most part. I h e CLO has the
same privileges as tlie I)I,O regarding the
Iloard of Directors meetings. H e sits with
tlie ISoartl and may c ~ m m t ' n to n actions ~ 0 1 1 ternplated 1)y the ISoartl that may affect
Chapters, but lie may not vote.

The Association Member
Finally, there is the association member,
without whom none of this organization would
I x possible. T h e average member has a t least
two hats-a C l ~ a p t e rl ~ a tand a Division hat.
Generally speaking, when lie wears his Cliapter hat he hears and reacts to geographic
news and problems. H e also has occasion to
hear and react to more Association news
when he has o n his Chapter h a t because he
probably wears that hat more often than his
1)ivision hat, since Cliaptel-s meet more often
than Divisions and therefore have more opportunities to discuss the Association. W h e n
he dons his Division hat his interests are
generally, but not necessarily, exclusively
along the lines of information and techniques connected with his line of work. I n
other words, with the Cliapter hat o n the
average Association member is made more
conscious of the Association, and with the
Division hat o n tlie average member is more
cotlscious of the problems, techniques, methods of operation, etc. peculiar to him in his
line o f work and is more interested in comparing his experiences along these lines with
other members of I ~ i sDivision.
T h i s is tlie Association as it presently exists. T'he Committee is of the opinion that
1)asically it is a good, workable structure.
'I'lie Association is indeed a democracy and
that is both its strength and its weakness. A
democracy does require a great deal from
the individual. l l ~ efigures depict only the
generally used lines ot communication-the
super highways so to speak. But, and this is
the advantage of the plesent structure, there
are a great many other lines of communication a\lailable to exely member a n d every
g ~ o u pwithin the .\\\oci.~tion.T h e only tliirlg?
that keep us from using these auxiliary roads
are that we either don't have a road map or
don't know whe~c.to get one, or we are just

not interested. Thew's uotliing stopping any
of 115 a5 individual members, as Chapters, as
I)ivisions, as Committees, whatever, from
lintling out what's going 011-from becoming
involved. .ifter all t l ~ i sis O I I Y :\ssociation.
\\'e (hose to join it. \\'e can and should
~vork in it and for it, but more important
we hn-ijc, to zoo~knt it to make it go.

Recommendation of the Committee
T h e one tentatiw recommendation of the
Structure of the Association Committee is
the possibility of redesigning the Advisory
Council. O n e thought is to have a Chapter
C:our~cilwhose function would be similar to
that of the present .\dvisol.y Council; namely,
to keep a finger 011 the pulse of the entire
meml~ersliipand thereby reflect tlie consensus
of tlic entire memlxxship o n Association and
organization plans, policies, programs a n d
problems. T h e r e would also be a Division
Count il whose function would be to stimulate better Conference programs, assist with
Conference programming, and supply program assistance to Divisions, Chapters, or
other groups requesting it.
FTlle reasoning behind this tentative proposal is based o n reseal-cli done by this Committee. We looked a t the minutes for the last
seven years of Advisory Council meetings.
Of tile 85 pieces of business brought u p i n
those seven years, there were two that concerned Chapters as Chapters; namely, two
discussions o n the H . W. Wilson Company
Chapter Award given to Chapters for outstanding projects or programs within the
Chapter. A review of Division structure and
Ilivision conference financing were the only
two matters discussed in those same seven
years that concerned Divisions as Divisions.
'I'l~eotlier 81 matters discussed by the Council were matters of concern to the entire
.issociation, not any one group within the
.Association. These topics were membership
requirements, Planning Committee reports,
Scliolarsliip Fund, i-\ssociation news bulletin,
Kational Library Week, Committee reports,
name change, tlie Reserve Funcl-all Associatiorl-wide problems.
When we couple this wit11 tlie fact that
each Association member is represented a t
least four times o n the present Advisory
Council, and then add the next fact-that
Chapters meet more often than Divisions
and therefore have a better opportunity to
pol1 tlie membership o n these Associationwide problems that are generally tliscnssed
I)y the Advisory Council-the
Committee

tllougl~tit logical to conclude that the group
to handle advice to the Board of Directors on
.Association organizational problems sIloultl
be a group made u p of Chapter representatives-not
as representatives of particular
Chapters, but as representatives of all the
members within the Association. I n other
words the members would be wearing a n
;\ssociation hat, not their Chapter hat.
Tllis arrangement would then leave us
freer to use the talents of the Divisions more
advantageously. Divisions are a very important part of the Association. Their strength
lies i n t l ~ e i rhaving grouped themselves into
common interest groups. T h i s type of grouping presents us with a n important resource
of which we are not taking full advantage.
T h e Committee thinks that we are not tapping a vital resource when we d o not provide for Divisions to have their own forum
from which to reflect the professional aspects of this Association as opposed to the
organirational aspects wl~ichcan be capably
reflected through the Cl~aptersof the Association.
If there ever were an . \ s s o t iation clucstiou
raised that involved the interests of both
Divisions and Chapters as individual groups
within the structure of t l ~ cAssociation, the

Call for Candidates
for
SLA Offices
The Nominating Committee for 1971/72
is now seeking the names of capable SLA
members as candidates for Association
ofice.
Although the members of the Nominating Committee represent a wide geographical spread, it i s not possible for
them to know all Association members
who might be considered as candidates
for President-Elect of the Association,
Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council,
and Directors (two to be elected). Therefore all members of the Association are

two Councils could certainly hold a joint
meeting, or meet simultaneously to tliscuss
the mutual problem.
T h e concept of two Councils has, we
think, several advantages:
1. Smaller, and therefore mole eflicient,
groups.
2. Kecognition of the difference in the
kinds of contributions each group is best
equipped to handle.
3. A clearer di\ision of the rcsponsibilities
of making this .\ssoci~~tion
work. I n addition,
there would be the provision of joint responsibility and joint action when and
where necessal y.

Perhaps s u d ~a proposal will not work, but
1)asetl on the prcmise t l ~ a t each of us, as
members of the Association, not just as
Chapter members or Division members, but
as :\ssociation meml)crs-if
each of us does
o u r job and understatltls and carries out our
responsibilities, such a n arrangement as this
tel~tativeproposa"1odtl strengthen bot11 the
Chapters a n d the Divisions and in the end
s t r e t ~ g t l ~ et nl ~ cAssociation.
Aphrodite hIamoulides, Chairman
Structure of the Association Committee

being solicited with a view to their suggesting appropriate names for consideration. Please submit names as soon as
possible to the chairman of the Nominating Committee and prior to the San Francisco Conference, Jun 6-10, where and
when the Nominating Committee meets.
Comments on potential candidates should
accompany each recommendation, and
can be sent to the chairman of the Nominating Committee: James Humphry Ill,
The H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10452.

Grieg Aspnes
Mrs. Gloria Evans
Phoebe F. Hayes
Alleen Thompson
James Humphry Ill, chairman

1970 Fall Joint Computer
Conference
O n Nov 17-19, tlie American Federation
of Information Processing Societies held its
1970 Fall Joint Computer Conference in
Houston, Texas. SLA-ne
of the affiliated
societies-manned
a booth with members 01
the Texas Chapter, who paasecl out literature
and answered questions about SLA.
Following the conference, SLA held a postconference seminar. Jinl Criswell of the
Houston Post was Chairman. T h e Friday
meetings, hTov 20, xvcre under the auspices
of the Documentatioii Division; the Saturday meetings, Nov 21, were sponsored by
the Texas Chapter.
Friday morning the group assembled at
tlle Astroworld Hotel and was bused to the
NASA area to hear a discussion 11) Dr. Hood
Koberts of tlle Center for Applied Linguistics. Washington, D.C., concerning "ERIC
;lnd Information Systems RIor;~ls."After coffee, Kicl~ardAustin, University of Virginia,
spoke o n "SDI Profiling." H e stressed the
importance of preparing a profile for an
SDI system. H e explained the concept of
Boolean Algebra, user feedback, and the resultalit automatic correcting of a profile, and
di\cussed his experiences at the University

SLA Employment Clearinghouse
at
Conference
T h e SLA Employment Clearinghouse
will be available to SLA members and
to employers registered a t the Conference in San Francisco. Hours on Sunday through Wednesday and location
of the Clearinghouse will be listed in
the Conference Program.
Resume forms for members who are
interested in vacancies can be obtained

of Virginia using an outside SDI ser\,ice. A
tour of the Lunar Sciences Institute and
hI;tpping S c i e ~ ~ c eLaboratory
s
Dxta Bank
xvas then held. After l u n c l ~ ,L:~rry Stevens,
Scientific k Technical Inlornma~ionI)ivisio~t,
N:%Si\, tVashingtoti, g;lve ;I very xrorthwhile
RECON demonstration. Conferees were also
able to view the N4S.4 moor^ rocks exliibit
before boarding 1)uses back to Houston for
a cocktail party at the .4stro1vorltl Hotel,
hosted by J. A. Alajors Co.
T h e Saturtlay meetings began with registratio~i,a 1111silles m e e t i ~ ~ gand
, coffee. Dr.
Harold C . Lyon, HEIY, Office of Education,
provitled n lively session on "Libraries m t l
I<ducation l'cchnology." A tour of the Houstoll Post and lurich followed. "Lunar Geology" was the topic of tlie afternoon session,
with Dr. Robin Brett, Geochemistry Branch,
Earth Sciences Division, NASA hlannetl
S p ~ Center,
e
as speaker. Only the previous
day, Dr. Brett had made headline news with
t l ~ ediscovery of making air and water from
moon rock and chemicals. T h e day concluded with a Novemberfest a t the Bavarian
Gardens.
This seminar is the third that SLA has
sponsored at the AFII'S Computer Conferences since Spring 1969. Each is self-supporting arid this year S75.00 profit was donated
to the S1.A Scllolarship Fund.
Joe Ann Clifton

from the Membership Department,
Special Libraries Association, 235
Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.
10003. T h e completed resume forms
must be returned by May 28. T h e
Clearinghouse will arrange interviews
at the Conference.
Employers with vacancies may request
a "Job Opening" form from the same
address as above; the deadline for
their submission is also May 28. Job
descriptions for the vacancies will be
posted a t the Clearinghouse.

CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS
Cincinnati-The
Union List of Scientific
and Technical Periodzcals in the L t b ~ a r i e sof
Greatel Cincinnati and Vicinity is available
for S15 from Jane Ennis, T h e Drackett Company, Research Department, 5020 Spring
G r o ~ eAve., Cincinnati, Ohio 45232.
T h e Chapter met o n Oct 21 for dinner a t
the Madeira Manor, followed by a lecture
and tour of the Madeira Branch of the Public Library of Cincinnati. Betty Lewis, assistant librarian in charge of extension services of the Public Library, and Dorothy
Clemen, Madeira librarian, spoke.
T h e Nov 6 meeting was held at the Unibersity of Cincinnati. Helen Verlloek, librarian, presented a talk and library tour of the
LJnix ersity's chemistry and biology building.
Colorado-"An
Evening in Baghdad, Iraq"
was the theme of a meeting Jan 13. An
.irabian dinner was prepared by Leila Kellow and her friends a t Regis College, followed 11). an .Arabic language lesson conducted
by Father Teeling and Miss Kellow. After
the business meeting, Virginia Boucher gave
a n informati\e presentation on interlibrary
loans.
New York-The
1~1u.ceumGroup visited the
h'ew York Society Library o n Jan 6. Sylvia C.
Hilton, librarian, and Mrs. Jean W. Burnham, head cataloger, conducted a tour of the
library and spoke o n its history and collections. They also discussed their special conselvation project for the John Winthrop, Jr.
collection.
T h e A7ezuspaper a n d News Group and the
Publishing Group held a joint meeting o n
Feb 16. Dr. Theodore C. Hines, associate
professor, and Dr. Jessica L. Harris, assistant
professor, both of Columbia University School
of Library Service, led a panel discussion o n
indexing research and applications of interest to journalism and publishing.

O n Nov 18, the Chapter visited the new
WQED facilities for a combination tour and
discussion of the station's programs. David
L. Nohling, assistant director of school services, discussed instructional television, and
Mrs. R u t h Weisburg, librarian, discussed the
WQED library-the
only professionally operated library in educational/commercial
television systems in the country.
T h e Chapter's gala Christmas Party was
held Dec 8, complete with dinner, door
prizes, and music. I n addition, James Kilpatrick, Westinghouse, spoke o n "Communications."
Princeton-Trenton-On
Jan 13, Richard
Fortna, assistant director of ERIC, Center
for Tests and Measurements, Educational
Testing Service, spoke to the Chapter about
ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Center).
R i o Grande-On
Jan 16, the Chapter held
a combination museum tour/wine buffet/
meeting in Santa Fe. T h e group first met at
the Palace of the Governors for a tour of the
State XIuseum complex. Following the tour
the group adjourned to the home of Bill
Farrington where the business meeting was
held and a lavish buffet supper was served.
Social Science-The
Division's Directory of
Planning, Builrlzng 6- Housing Libraries [of
the] U S . 6- Canada, issued originally in 1969
at S5.00 per copy, is now available for $2.50
from P.O. Box 352, College Park, Maryland
20740. Checks should be made payable to
1'1ocessing Services Company.

Oklahon~a-Dr. Philip L. Howell, professor
of economics, University of Tulsa, was the
feature speaker at the Business and Finance
Workshop o n Feb 12 at the Tulsa CityCounty Library.

Toronto-Effective
management in the library was the subject of the Chapter's Jan
21 meeting. Robert Westmore, director, Records Services Branch, Ontario Department
of Public Records and Archives, and Ingo
Viebrock, Program Review Branch, Treasury
Board of Ontario, were speakers. T e d Phillips, Queen's University Library, Kingston,
Ontario, and Barbara Byers, Administrative
Studies, York University, discussed library
applications.

Members and others interPittsburgh-SLA
ested in binding processes toured the General Bookbinding Company, Chesterland,
Ohio, on Oct 9.

Upstate New York-Gratis
Controlled Circulation Journals f o r the Chemical a n d Allied
Industries: A Directory, compiled by Betty
L. Emery and Dr. Robert T. Bottle, has been

published by the Chapter. T h e Directory,
which lists a n d discusses journals distributed
to qualified personnel i n the chemical a n d
related engineering areas which rely o n advertising revenues for their income, is available for $5.00 from Lois hf. Gauch, Business
Library, Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St.,
Kochester. N.Y. 14650.
Virginia-The
C h a p t e r is p l a n n i n g a library
institute, to b e sponsored jointly with t h e
Richmond Area Library Club, o n A p r 1-2
a t t h e James Branch Cabell Library of Virginia Commonwealth University. T h e institute, titled "Virginia Intra-Library Update,"
will b e concerned with continuing awareness
of information resources available i n Vir-

ginia a n d i n nearby states. Included a m o n g
the panel members are Dr. IL1. M. Reynolds.
University of Maryland, School of Library
Science, Father J. Kortendick, Catholic U n i versity, D e p a r t m e n t of Library Science, Mr.
G. McCabe, director of libraries, Virginia
Commonwealth Institute, a n d Professor T.
Waldhart, University of Kentucky, information sciences. For information, contact: Mrs.
Frances C. Hummel, Allied Chemical Corp.,
Petersburg, Va. 23803.
Washington, D.C.-The
Picture Group met
o n Sep 15. Following a short business meeting, the g r o u p was conducted through t h e
Folger Shakespeare Library facilities by Miss
hletaxides.

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Hanna Atkins was re-elected in November to the
Oklahoma House of Representatites.
Sidney August, formerly supervisor of school libraries in the school district of Philadelphia, has
been appointed director of the Division of Educational Resources, Community College of Philadelphia.

CRUZAT

Robert H. Berry, Jr. has been appointed assistant librarian for reference, Pennsylvania State
University Behrend Campus in Erie.
Larry X. Besant is acting director of University
Libraries, University of Houston, for the current semester in the absence of Dr. Edward G.
Holley, director, who is on leave as a recipient
of a Council on Library Resources fellowship.
David Bryant, Cook County Law Library, Chicago, has been appointed visiting lecturer to
teach a seminar in law librarianship during the
spring of 1971 at Rosary College, River Forest,
Illinois.
Gwendolyn S. Cruzat, formerly reference librarian at the School of Medicine Library at IYayne
State University, Detroit, Michigan . . . appointed assistant professor in the School of L1brary Science at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
C. C. Cuitino, executive vice-president, Library
Services Associates, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, has

been selected as one of three consultants to survey and plan the World Health Organization's
network of health and medical science libraries
for Latin America.
William P. Dagger . . . from chief librarian,
Department of Transport Library, to assistant
chief librarian, Canadian Department of Agriculture.
Melvin S. Day . . . appointed head, Office of
Science Information Service, NSF, to succeed
Dr. Burton W. Adkinson, who recently retired
from the National Science Foundation. Dr. Adkinson is now director of the Amelican Geographical Society, New Yoih.
Mrs. Shirley Echelman . . . named chief librarian. Chemical Bank, New York. T h e appointment, which is the equivalent of an assistant
secretary in Chemical's oficer hierarchy, represents the first major bank in New York, and one

0. Willard Holloway . . . recently retired as
director of the Army Library in the Pentagon
after 35 years of federal service.

ECHELMAN

Robert G . Iirupp accepted a contribution of
$500 for T h e New York Public Library. T h e
chcck was a gift from the S e w York Chapter of
the Society of $ire Protection Engineers for purchasing materials on fire prevention.

of the first banks in the nation, to appoint a,
career librarian to officer status.
Sara Marlow Engelhardt, cataloger at Air University Library, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, has been appointed librarian at Athenai
Airport, near Athens, Greece. She will serve as
administrative librarian for the 7206th Support
Croup of the U S Air Forces, Europe.
Mrs. Celestine Erankenberg . . . appointed director of library services at Young & Rubicam,
Inc. to succeed Mrs. Elizabeth M. Hutchins
Wagner.
Howard Haycraft retired from active service
with T h e H. W. Wilson Company on Dec 31
after 42 years of service. Although his day-to-day
participation in company operations ceased, he
is continuing as Chairman of the Board.
Barbara Hendry . . . from Los Alarnos Scientific
Laboratory to chief, Book Systems Branch, Air
University Library, Maxwell Air Force Base,
.4labama, to replace Mrs. Virginia Wilson who
retired after 24 years with the library.

Louise Lage, chief, Scientific Library, Eli Lilly
and Company, was honored for outstanding contributions to her business and community, at the
22nd Annual Women's Recognition Dinner
sponsored by the Women's Council of the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce.
Jay McKee, Denver, Colorado, has been appointed a member of the Colorado Council for
Library Development (CCLD) to represent Colorado's special libraries along with Marjorie
Broward.
Mrs. Carolyn Miller, librarian at Public Service
Company of Oklahoma in Tulsa, gave a slide
presentation, "Computers, KWIC, and the Company Library," at the AGA-EEI Electronics Seminar, Nov I7 in New Orleans.
LaVera A. Morgan, librarian, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. retired from federal service Jul 31, 1970.
Russell L. Shank, director of Libraries, Smithsonian Institution, was in Djakarta Oct 6-Nov
25. His efforts were devoted to matters of concern to special libraries in science and engineering in Indonesia, particularly those operated by
the national government. He worked with the
staff of the National Scientific Documentation
Center of the Indonesian Academy of Science.

The Printer Goofed-An
T h e a n n o u n c e m e n t of the 1971 SLA Ann u a l Meeting was published i n the F e b 1971
issue of Special Libraries (p.108-110). I n
Proposal B (p.109) relating t o Emeritus
Members, the carelessness of a p r i n t e r has
resulted i n a meaningless presentation of
Article 11, SECTION6 of the Bylaws.
T h e words within braces { ) below
should n o t have been ruled through i n the
February issue. T h e editorial staff of Special Libraries apologizes to all o u r members
for this error which was o u t of o u r control.
Article 11, SECTION6 of the proposed Bylaws should read:

Error

SECTION6. Status as [a Retired Member] ai+
{may b e requested by a
. .
M e m b e r w h o has}
[reached age 60
a n d w h o has retired. I n this connection "retirement" shall b e defined by the Board of
Directors with the advice of the Association
Committee concerned with membership. A
Retired]
M e m b e r shall have all
the rights a n d privileges of a Member except
t h e right to hold elective office i n the Association o r to b e a C h a p t e r President o r President-Elect o r Division Chairman o r Chairman-Elect.

Mich., Western Michigan University School of
Librarianship, 1970. 37p.

SLA Authors

Kiraldi, Louis. Gerontology: An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Materials Available in
Dwight B . W a l d o Library. Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Western Michigan University, Committee on
Gerontology, 1970. 47p.
Noble, Valerie, ed. Perspectives: A Library
School's First Quarter Century. Kalamazoo,

Pandelaakis, Helene S., comp. Bibliography of
Purchasing Literature (Addendum, 1969). N.Y.
National Associa tion of Purchasing Management,
1969. 48p. pap. $3.00 (Section 6, lA, Guide t o
Purchasing, v.2)
Vara, Albert C. Food and Beverage Industries:
A Bibliography and Guidebook. Detroit, Mich.,
Gale Research Co., 1970. 215p. (Mgt. Info. Guide
Ser. #16)

In Memoriam
Virginia M. Bersagel, librarian for the Institute
of Life Insurance . . . on Feb 4, 1971 in Minneapolis. A member of SLA since 1958, Miss
Bersagel was chairman of the Insurance Group
of the New York Chapter (1958/60), chairmanelect (1964165) and chairman (1965/66) of the
Insurance Division, and second vice-president of
the New York Chapter and editor of New York
Chapter News (1967/68), in addition to various
committee appointments. Following the wishes
of her family, the Insurance Division sent, in
lieu of flowers, donations of $50.00 each to Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church (N.Y.) and to St. Olaf
College (Minnesota).
Mrs. Virginia Edgington, librarian of the Georgia
Power Company . . . on Jan 14, 1971 in Sylvania, Ohio. A member of SLA since 1961, Mrs.
Edgington was active in the Public Utilities
Division and the South Atlantic Chapter. T h e
Chapter has made a contribution in her memory
to the Cancer Fund. T h e Public Utilities Division has established a memorial fund in her
name to benefit the SLA Scholarship Fund.
Elizabeth Hughey, former librarian
Methodist Publishing House, Nashville,
see. A member of SLA since 1953, Miss
belonged to the South Atlantic Chapter
Publishing Division.

of the
TennesHughey
and the

Helen Gladys Percey, formerly librarian a t Paramount Productions for 37 years . . . on Jul 26,
1970. A member of SLA since 1928, Miss Percey
was active in the Southern California Chapter
and served as its president in 1941142. Since she
was a member of the Board of Trustees of the
motion Picture Relief Fund, the Chapter has
made a donation to the Fund in her memory.
Rae Elizabeth Rips, chief of the History and
Travel Department of the Detroit Public Library
. . . on Nov 4, 1970 in Detroit. Miss Rips had
assisted in the preparation of the second edition
of United States Government Publications and
was solely responsible for publication of the

third edition in 1950. She established the History and Travel Department of the Detroit Library in 1948 and was recently the recipient of
the library staff's Memorial and Fellowship Association's 20th annual award for distinguished
librarianship. A member of SLA since 1944.
Oscar E. Norman
Oscar E. Norman, formerly librarian and
Superintendent of Training Education, T h e
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company, Chicago,
died on Wednesday, Oct. 14, 1970, in St. Petersburg, Florida. He was 93 years old.
Mr. Norman (affectionately known as "Doc")
had served the company for 28 years and 4
months prior to his retirement on Jan 1, 1940.
He was the company's first technically trained
librarian, having joined T h e Peoples Gas Light
and Coke Company after employment with the
John Crerar Library, 1901-4 and 1910-11. Prior
to that, he was connected with the Libraries of
Columbia University, New York, 1904-5, and
Carnegie Public Library, Pittsburgh, 1906-8.
Mr. Korman was one of those instrumental in
the formation of the Illinois Chapter in 1925.
As librarian and Superintendent of Training
Education, he had the rare privilege of helping
many of the employees to continue their schooling and prepare themsehes for advancement
into better positions in the company. He also
compiled abstracts and bibliographies on utility
subjects, wrote a paper on "Service Charge and
Rate of Return for Public Utilities," and published at his own expense a book, T h e Romance
of the Gas Industry. Mr. Norman was also instrumental in getting half of the employees, who
were still aliens after World War I, to prepare
themselves in civics to pass examinations for
citizenship.
Mr. Norman attended Washington (Iowa)
Academy in 1897, Morgan Park Academy, Chicago, in 1901, and the University of Chicago in
1903; he also attended University of Illinois
Library School in 1909-10.
W I L L IJ ~
. SOIKA

vistas
New Pay Scale for Librarians
in Civil Service
Librarians employed in federal libraries
are among those benefiting from the recent
civil service pay raise signed into law by
President hTixon.
Professional librarians with a degree from
a n accredited library school may be hired at
the GS-9 level. Salary ranges for the grades
a t which most ~rofessional librarians are
active follow:
G1-ade N e w Salary R a n g e

GS-9
GS-11
GS-12
GS-13
GS-14
GS-15

and Regions are available a t any first class
post office. A useful publication which may
be obtained from the U.S. Government
Printing Office for 204 is "Working for the
USA: Applying for a Civil Service Job"
( U S Civil Service Commission Pamphlet 4,
Aug 1970).

Old Salary R a n g e

$10,470-$13,611
12,615- 16,404
15,040- 19,549
17,761- 23,089
20,815- 27,061
24,251- 31,523

Openings fluctuate with monetary limitations as they are imposed o n government
agencies.
hlajor federal libraries include: T h e National Library of Medicine, T h e hTational
Agricultural Library, T h e Department of
Interior Library, T h e Department of Transportatiori, T h e Department of Housing and
Urban Development and T h e Library of
Congress.
I n addition, the Departments of the
Army, R'avy and Air Force maintain worldwide library operations supporting all types
of Defense activities. These include base
and naval air station libraries, libraries in
the military academies, and libraries serving
the gracluate programs, such as the Air University of the .Air Force, the Army War College and the Naval \Tar College.
A brochure describing federal libraries"Professional Careers for Librarians'' (Announcement 422, Nov 1969)-is
available
from: Interagency Board of U.S. Civil S e r v
ice Examiners, TVAS, 1900 E St., N.IV.,
\Vashington, D.C. 20415.
For those interested in applying for library positions in the Federal Civil Service,
announcements of library examinations currently open and lists of Civil Service Boards

Church and Synagogue Library
Association
Help is available, i n the form of the
Church and Synagogue Library Association,
for the thousands of beleaguered church librarians lost i n the strange world of Dewey
decimals. Created to aid in the formation
and improvement of library facilities and
services in o u r houses of worship and schools,
CSLA is interdenominational and open to
all interested people. Young, but growing, it
has members in 48 states and several foreign
countries.
T h e theme of the annual conference held
in May 1970 i n Pittsburgh was "The Library
Serves Families." Professionally trained and
experienced librarians shared their knowledge in seminars on book selection, processing, cataloging, repairing, etc. Tours of
local church and synagogue libraries, book
exhibits, and talks by authors prolided a
well-rounded program of inspiration and
information.
T h e 1971 conference will be on the campus of the College of St. Thomas in St. Paul,
Jlinnesota-"The
Land of T e n Thousand
Lakes"-Jun
13-15. T h e program is designed
around the theme of the library as a media
center. T h e handling of slides, mounted pictures, art masterpieces and audio visuals will
be included at the three-clay conference.
T h e Association offers :I bi-motithly Bulletin and other publications, a11 geared to be

helpful in a practical way, plus the knowledge that you are not alone with your problems. Write to Church and Synagogue Library Association, P.O. Box 530, Bryn Mawr,
Pa. 19010 for further information.

LTP Reports to SLA
How you can use the ANSI Standard for
Permanent and Durable Library Catalog
Cards, 285.1-1969, when you order library
catalog card stock was demonstrated by a
test program described in the January 1971
issue of Library Technology Reports. T h e
research that formed the basis for the data
described was done under a recent $3,322
grant from the Council on Library Resources, Inc. Its main objective was to identify card catalog stock that meets the ANSI
performance standard, which may now be
used in place of specifications when ordering
stock. Twenty-four, topof-the-line, 100 percent rag and permanent/durable chemical
wood pulp stocks from eight national distributors were included in the test program.
Results of evaluation tests on three items
of library equipment and furniture appear
in the March 1971 issue of Library T e c h noloLgy Reports. There is a report on the
Estey vistabase shelving, a report on the
U M I 1212 Microform Reader by the National Reprographic Centre for documentation, England, and reports on three chairs:
Domore 1-AL, Steelcase 1278A, and Knoll
1601.
Both library and educational applications
were considered in the selection-of eight
cassette tape recorders being tested under a
research program conducted by LTP. All
samples have now been received by the testing laboratory and tests and reports should
be completed soon. T h e machines are monophonic-and one-speed, and were selected on
their advertised appropriateness to school
and library use.
All microform readers that are to be tested
under the latest evaluation project for this
type of equipment have been received by the
R. A. Morgan Co., and testing has begun.
Reports will include the new feature of a
summary table of all microforms that can be
accommodated by machines included in the
test program.
LTP's book labeling system, SE-LIN, is
used-and
appreciated-not
only in this

country, but virtually around the world.
Patents on it have already been granted in
seven countries. They are: Belgium, Canada,
Great Britain, France, Italy, Switzerland,
and, of course, the U.S.A. I n addition, patent
applications have been made in Australia,
Denmark, Germany, Holland, Japan, Norway and Sweden.
An analysis of inquiries received by L T P
shows that information was sought most frequently on the following subjects (in order
of descending frequency): microtext equipment, audiovisual equipment, library furniture, book binding, book preservation, circulation control, floors and floor coverings,
theft detection systems, and labeling devices.
About 75% of the telephone calls were
local calls; 25% were long distance. Most inquiries came from the more populous regions of the US. T h e Midwestern states
were responsible for the most requests, with
the Middle Atlantic states a close second.
Foreign librarians requesting information
account for 15% of the total number of
written inquiries received, most of which
came from Ontario Province, Canada.
A manuscript on the deacidification of
paper by Anthony Werner, Keeper of the
British Museum Research Laboratory, has
been received. Copies of the manuscript have
been sent to members of the project advisory
committee before being prepared for publication in LTP's series on the Conservation
of Library Materials, Phase 11. T h e second
edition of Carolyn Horton's Cleaning and
Preserving Bindings and Related Materials
(LTP Publication No. 16), published in the
same series in February, 1970, has now sold
more than 3,000 copies.
Mrs. Marjorie E. Weissman
LTP/ALA, Chicago 6061 1

Federal Library Committee
News
Stanley J. Bougas, director of the library,
Department of Commerce, has been appointed to the Executive Advisory Committee of the Federal Library Committee for a
term extending through June 1972. Mr.
Bougas has served on the Federal Library
Committee since November 1969 when he
assumed his position with the Department
of Commerce.
Mr. Bougas received an AB degree from

New York University, a n MLS from Columbia University, and a n LLB from Emory
Urii\ersity, Atlanta, Ga. H e has been law
librarian, Department of Health, Education,
and Ilielfare (1965/66), law librarian and
associate professor of law, Catholic Uni\ersity of Puerto Rico (1962/65), and law librarian, Emory University Law School (19541
61). Prior to his position at the Department

of Commerce, he was law librarian and associate professor of law, Washington College
of Law, American University.
hIr. Bougas assumed the p s i t i o n vacated
by Samuel Waters, deputy librarian, National Agricultural Library, who resigned
from the ~ x e c u t i v eAdvisory Committee following his transfer from the hTation;il 1.ibrary of Medicine.

COMING EVENTS
Apr 12-14. Microfilm Information Systems
Seminar . . . a t the Roosevelt Hotel, New
York. T o be repeated May 10-12, St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco. For information: National Microfilm Association, 8728 Colesville
Kd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910.
Apr 12-15. Catholic Library Association . . .
a t the Netherland Hilton Hotel, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Apr 14-15. Computer O u t p u t Microfilm
Seminar . . . in New York. T o be repeated
May 12-13 in San Francisco. Contact: National Microfilm Association.
Apr 16. Lexicography Conference . . . at
Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Ind.
For details: Professor J. Edward Gates, Department of English, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Ind. 47809.
Apr 18-24. National Library Week . . .
sponsored by the National Book Committee
in cooperation with ALA. For inform;~tion:
National Library Week, 0 1 l e Park .lve.,
N.Y. 10016.
Apr 19-20. Hospital Librarians' Section of
the Association of Western Hospitals . . .
during ,4WH's Conference a t the International Hotel, Las Vegas, Pievatla.
Apr 20-21. Machine-Readable Bibliographic
Data Bases: T h e i r Creation a n d Use . . .
colloquium, i n Assembly Hall, Campus Center at SUNY-Albany. Contact: Dr. Irving h1.
Klempner, School of Library Science, SUNY.
.-\lbany, N.Y. 12203.
Apr 23. Blueprint for the '70's . . . seminar
on Library Planning a t the Biltmore Hotel,
New York City. Sponsored by New York
Chapter of SLA. Register by Apr 16 with
Mrs. Bettie Jane Third, librarian, Port of

New York Authority, 111 Eighth Ave., Rm.
905, N.Y. 10011. SLA members $35; nonmembers $45.
May &7. 8 t h Annual National Information
Retrieval Colloquium (ANIRC) . . . at the
Holiday I n n , 18th and Market Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. For registration: ANIRC,
BIOSIS, 2100 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19103.
May 7. Conference o n Library Orientation
for Academic Libraries . . . at Eastern
Michigan University. Registration closes
Apr 15. For information: Sul H. Lee, .Associate Librarian, Eastern hIichigan ITlli\ersity, Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197.
May 14-15. Subject Retrieval i n the Seventies-New Directions . . . International
Symposium a t School of Library and Information Services, University of Maryland,
College Park, Md. Applications with S50 fee
clue by Apr 16.
May 18-20. Spring Joint Computer Conference, SJCC . . i n Con\ention Hall, Atlantic City, N.J. Pre-register by Apr 30$20.00 for members of AFIPS' c o ~ ~ s t i t u e sont
cieties, $50.00 for nonmembers. For inform;^tion: 1971 SJCC, c / o AFIPS, 210 Summit
Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645.

.

May 30-Jun 3. Medical Library Association,
70th Annual Meeting . . . a t the Waldorf
Astoria, New York.

.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.%

J u n 6 1 0 . SLA, 62nd Annual Conference
. . . at the San Francisco Hilton, Sari F r a ~ i cisco. T h e m e : Design for Service: Information Management. Conference Chairman:
Mark H . Baer, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501
Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif 94304.

J u n 7-18. I n t r o d u c t i o n t o M o d e r n Archives
Administration . . . Institute a t T h e National Archives Building, Pennsylvania Ave.
antl 8 t h St., N.W., Washington, D.C. For
enrollment: T h e American University, Dep a r t m e n t of History, Massachusetts a n d Nebraska Aves., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.
J u n 13-15. C h u r c h a n d Synagogue Library
Association, 4th A n n u a l Conlerence . . . a t
the College of St. T h o m a s , St. Paul, h l i n n .
J u n 13-17. American Association of L a w
Libraries . . . a t T h e Diplomat, Hollywoodby-the-Sea, Florida.
J u n 14-17. Seminars o n t h e Acquisition of
L a t i n American L i b r a r y Materials . . . in
Puebla, Xlexico. Contact: Dr. Nettie Lee
Benson, L a t i n American Collection, T h e
University of T e x a s Library, .lustin, T e x a s
78704.
Jun

20-26.

American L i b r a r y Association
Texas.

. . . in Dallas,

J u l 11-Aug 13. Institute f o r Archival Studies
. . . a t the University of Denver. Contact:
Dolores C. Renze, director, Institute of Archival Studies, 1530 Sherman St., Denver,
Colo. 80203.
A u g 2-4. University of Chicago G r a d u a t e
Library School, a n n u a l conference . . . a t
the Center for C o n t i n u i n g Education, Chicago. Theme: "Operations Research: Implications for Libraries." Contact: G r a d u a t e
library School, University of Chicago, 1100
E. 57th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637.
Aug 2-27. Archives I n s t i t u t e . . . a t the
.Xrchivcs a n d Records Building, .Ztlanta, Ga.
Co-sponsored by Emory University Division
of Librarianship. Apply: Carroll H a r t , director, Georgia D e p a r t m e n t of Archives a n d
History, 330 Capitol Ave. S.E., Atlanta, G a .

PUBS

Bibliography of Wildlife Theses, 1900-1968.
Julie L. Moore. Los Angeles, Calif., Riological
Information Service, 1970. xii, 559p. pap.
Environmental Pollution by Mercury: .4n A n notated Bibliography. Industrial Information
Services, Science Information Center, SMU,
Dallas, Texas i5222. i2p., 289 entries. $50.00.
Industrialized Building and Related Topics.
Washington, D.C., Natl. Housing Center Libr.,
1970. 25p. pap. $5.00. Reference List #L-84.
An Introduction to the Literature of the Medical Sciences, 3d ed. Myrl Ebert. Chapel Hill,
S.C., Unir. of N.C., 1970. 125p. pap.
Library Service to the Visually and Physically
Handicapped: A Bibliography. Joanne Boelkc,
comp. Minneapolis, hfinn., Univ. of Minn.,
ERICICLIS, 1969. 20p. pap. 25C, microfiche:
32.25, hard copy.
Science Reference Sources, 5th ed. Frances Briggs
Jenkins. Cambridge, Mass., T h e Ri.1.T. Pr., 1969.
x \ i . 231p. $2.95 pap.; $10.00 h:~~tlbountl.

Modern Vocational Trends Reference Handbook, 7th ed. Juvenal L. Angel. N.Y., IYorld
Trade Acad. Pr., 1970. R15p. Sli.50. (Dist. by
Simon and Schuster)
Periodical Title Abbreviations. C. Etlwartl [Val],
comp. Detroit, Mich., Gale Research Co., 1969.
210p. $15.00.
Popular Names of U.S. Government Reports: .I
Catalog, rev. antl enl. Bernartl A. Bernier, Jr.
and Charlotte M. David, comps. Tl'ashington,
1).C., Library of Congress, 1970. v, 43p. pap.
10.55. (Avail. from Supt. Doc.)

30334.
A u g 9-20. I m p r o v i n g Communication Skills
of School Library, M e d i a Specialists, . . .
Workshop a t the School of Library Science,
University of Michigan, A n n Arbor, Mich.
Deadline for applications is J u l 1.

Notification of new publication ( S I . , Nov 1970,
p.529) should read:

A u g 23-27. Library Association of Australia
. . . a t the University of Sydney. Theme:
"Progress a n d Poverty." Contact: Conference
Secretary, Mr. J. Hazell, P.O. Hox 1, Kensington, N.S.W. 2033.

Union List of Foreign Legal I'eriotlicals of the
Southwest Chapter of the American Association
of Law Libraries. Compiled by Guido F. O l i ~ e ~ a .
Austin, Tarlton I.aw Library, University of
Texas, 19iO. $5.00. (Checks should be made out
to: University of Texas Law School Eoundation.)

SERVICE UNSURPASSED
The very best serial subscription servi c e available-decentralized
for more
personal attention. A superior listing
o f both domestic and foreign titles.

SERVICES
EBSCO Bulldlng
a26 S Northwest Haghway
Barrtngton. IIInmr 60010
(312) 381 21901381 2191

415 Doulilar P l a n Bldg
Dallas. Texas 15725
(214) 369 1591 1369.7592

512 N~callelBu8ldlng
M#nneapol#r.Mlnnerola 55402

Re4
Ne* Jersey 01101
(201) 7 4 1 4300

LBSCO Bullding

Bank.

(612) 333 5081

P 0 Box 92901

540 Granlle Street

LOI Angecr Callforom 90W9
(213) 112 2381

tlramlree Marrachuaelb 02184
(611)8432383 18432384

€41 Mallet Slreol
S a n i r a n c l a o . C a l h t n ~ a94105
1415) 3193500
1730 b r r t Avenue North
B l r m n y h a m Alabama 35703

(205) 323 6351

Roam 245
C o n t ~ n e n l a lTerrace Buoldlna
2185 Narlh Spear Boulvead
Denver. Colorado 80211

13031 433 3235
5265 Po!! Royal Rd
Sprmglteld. Va 22151
11031 321 1516/321 9630

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads are
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special
rote of $1 .OO per line; $3.00 minimum.
I n each membership year, each unemployed member
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions
Wonted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis. Presently unemployed members who were paid members in 1970 will be allowed
such free ad insertions in the period Jan-June 1971
without having paid their 1971 dues.

There i s a minimum charge of $10.00 for a "Market
Place" ad of three lines or less; each additional line
i s $3.00. There are approximately 45 choracters and
spaces to a line.
Copy for display ads must be received by the tenth
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy
for line ads must be received by the fifteenth.
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.

POSITIONS WANTED
Technical Literature Analyst-E.E., P.E., available in X.Y. vicinity, one day per week. Call
Mr. Hardwick at 201-673-0283.
Part-Time P r e f e r r e d 4 years' experience reorgat~iringantl managing small electronics and chemi \ t ~ vlibraries. Palo Alto, California area only.
I<o\ C-162.

POSITIONS OPEN
Here's neat, low-cost, attractive storage for library periodicals, other "difficult" materials such as newspapers,
c a s s e t t e s , transparencies. Shelf-Files
promote order t o save filing and finding time; make more efficient use of
shelf space. Many styles, sizes. See
them and 5.000 more librarv items i n
our new catalog.

Library, AV
and Books
Catalog
Over 5,000 interesting library
items i n one big,
colorful. comolete
c - catalog. Select from 29 different book
trucks, 27 library tapes, 8 styles of
shelf-files, book returns, wood o r steel
card cabinets, self-adhesive book pockets, paperbacks, etc., etc. Your funds
can buy more if you have a copy.
Write -THE
HIGHSMITH CO., INC.,
Fort Atkinson. Wisconsin 53538.
7

-

-

Senior Information Specialist-B. F. Goodrich,
A \ k ~ o nOhio.
.
MLS preferred or BS with five or
Inore tears' relevant library experience. Will
Irave primary responsibility for planning and
o~ganizinga centralized information center for
t l ~ ccorporate business antl technical staffs and
the major divisions of the company. Will be assisted by a staff oE four. An excellent opportunity for a professional who enjoys challenge and
achievement. Please mail ri.sum6, including salas) requirement to: Manager, Employer Relations, 1%. F. Goodrich Research Center, 9921
RI-ecksville Road, Brecksville, Ohio 44141. A n
E q u d Opportunity Employer.
Assistant Head Cataloger-Biology
and Agriculture. T h e H. W.Wilson Company in New York
City has an immediate opening for a librarian
with several years of cataloging and supervisory
experience to assist the Editor on the Biological
SI Agricultural Index. B.S. or M.S. in biology or
I-elated sciences required. Excellent benefits. Salary negotiable. Direct resume and inquiries to:
I'crsonnel Office, T h e H. W. Wilson Company,
950 University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10452.

POSITIONS OPEN

THE MARKET PLACE

North Country Reference and Research Resources Council-Reference Director, $10,000. In
charge of reference and interlibrary loan clearinghouse for twenty-eight member institutions
including twelve colleges. Responsible for handling 1,500-2,000 requests monthly using teletype
network within the area. Requests unfilled regionally are referred to NYSILL network. Emphasis on both speed and local fill rate. Fifth
year degree plus experience in reference service.
Apply to Mrs. Elena Horton, Director, NCRRRC,
73 Park St., Canton, N.Y. 13617. Telephone 315386-4560.

Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty: Search
Service. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352, White
Plains, N.Y. 10602.

Cataloger-To cooperate with present cataloger
in classifying, cataloging and processing medical
collection. Prefer some cataloging experience and
familiarity with biomedical terminology and
N1.M classification. Contact Dr. Donald Morton,
Heat! Librarian, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, 419 Belmont Street, Worcester,
Mass. 01604.
Science Reference Librarian-Applications
invited for appointment July 1. 45,000 volumes
housed in new Robert W. Woodruff Library.
Prefer background of training in science, one or
more foreign languages, and experience in a reference or science library. Further particulars,
apply Director of Libraries, Woodruff Library,
Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30322.

Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.
Back Issue Magazines-General, scholarly, technical. Largest stock west of the Mississippi. Please
send want lists to Back Issues West, P.O. Box
6688, Tucson, Arizona 85716.
For Sale-Termatrex Retrieval System manufactured by the REMAC International Carp., consisting of Model 5-30] Semi-Automatic Input
Machine and Model J-52B Visual Card Reader.
Two-yearald equipment has never been used.
Take over remaining lease of 30 payments at
$124.49 per month. Contact Hittman Associates,
Inc., P.O. Box 810, 9190 Red Branch Rd., Columbia, Md. 21043.
Hard-to-Get-Russian or East European periodical, monograph or newspaper material in all
subject fields and foreign patents can be procured for you by experienced specialists. Also
searches, indexing, abstracting and state-of-theart studies. Fast and reliable service. Write to:
F. L. Mcnowell Assoc., P.O. Box 8987, Washington, D.C. 20003.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

! Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably
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Instructions for Contributors
General Information

Special Libraries publishes material on all important subject areas and on all methods and
techniques for "Putting Knowledge to Work."
New and developing areas of librarianship, information science and information technology are
sought. Informative papers on the administration,
organization and operation of special libraries and
information centers are solicited. Scholarly reports
of research in librarianship, documentation, education, and information science and technology are
appropriate contributions. Bibliographies and bibliographic essays, discussions and opinions that
are intended to be authoritative or that reflect
original research are also published. Professional
standards, salary information, education, recruitment and public relations are other representative
subjects for inclusion. Controversy is not shunned.
As the official journal of the Association, Special
Libraries also publishes reports of business of the
Association and its subunits, as well as news of
its members and for its members.
Contributions are solicited from both members
and non-members. All papers submitted are considered for publication. Papers are accepted with
the understanding that they have not been published, submitted, or accepted for publication
elsewhere. Special Libraries employs a reviewing
procedure in which manuscripts are sent to three
reviewers for comment. When all comments have
been received, authors will be notified of acceptance, rejection or need for revision of their
manuscripts. The review procedure will usually
require a minimum of six weeks.
Types of Contributions. Three types of original
contributions are considered for publication: fulllength articles, brief reports or communications,
and letters to the editor. New monographs and
significant report publications are considered for
critical review. Annotations of the periodical
literature as well as annotations of new monographs and reports are published-especially
those
with particular pertinence for special libraries and
information centers.
Editing. Manuscripts are edited primarily to
improve the effectiveness of communication between the author and his readers. The most important goal is to eliminate ambiguities. In addition, improved sentence structure often permits the
readers to absorb salient ideas more readily. If extensive editing is indicated by reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered meanings, manuscripts are returned to the author for correction
and approval before type is set. Authors are free
to make additional changes at this stage.
Proofs. Authors receive galley proofs with a
maximum five-day allowance for corrections. One
set of galley proofs or an equivalent is provided
for each paper. Corrections must be marked on
the galley, not on the manuscript. At this stage
authors must keep alterations to a minimum; ex-

tensive author alterations will be charged to the
author. Extensive alterations may also delay publication by several issues of the journal.
Reprints. Order blanks for reprints are sent
with most proofs. Special arrangements can be
made to obtain reprints of letters and book reviews.
Manuscripts
Organize your material carefully, putting the
significance of your paper or a statement of the
problem first, and supporting details and arguments
second. Make sure that the significance of your
paper will be apparent to readers outside your
immediate field of interest. Avoid overly specialized jargon. Readers will skip a paper which they
do not understand.
For each proposed paper, one original and
three copies (in English only) should be mailed
to the Editor, Special Libraries, 235 Park Avenue
South, New York 10003. The manuscript should
be mailed flat in an envelope of suitable size.
Graphic materials should be submitted with appropriate cardboard backing or other stiffening
materials.

Style. Follow a good general style manual.
The University of Chicago Press Manual of Sjyle,
the style manual of the American Institute of
Physics, and the Style Manual for Biological Journals (published by the American Institute of Biological Sciences), among others, are appropriate.
Formal. All contributions should be typewritten on white bond paper on one side only,
leaving 1.25 inches (or 3 cm) of space around all
margins of standard, letter-size (8.5 x 11 inch j paper. Double spacing must be used throughout,
including the title page, tables, legends, and
references. The first page of the manuscript
should carry both the first and last names of all
authors, the institutions or organizations with
which the authors are affiliated, and a notation as
to which author should receive the galleys for
proofreading. All succeeding pages should carry
the last name of the first author in the upper
right-hand corner and the number of the page.
Title. Begin the title with a word useful in indexing and information retrieval. The title should
be as brief, specific, and descriptive as possible.
Abstract. An informative abstract of 100 words
or less must be included for full-length articles.
The abstract should amplify the title but should
not repeat the title or phrases in it. Qualifying
words for terms used in the title may be used.
The abstract should be typed with double spacing
on a separate sheet.
Acknowledgments. Credits for financial support, for materials and technical assistance or advice may be cited in a section headed "Acknowledgments," which should appear at the end of
the text. General use of footnotes in the text
should be avoided.
Illustrations. Finished artwork must be submitted to Special Libraries. Follow the style in
current issues for layout and type faces in tables

and figures. A table or figure should be constructed
so as to be completely intelligible without further
reference to the text. Lengthy tabulations of essentially similar data should be avoided.
Figures should be lettered in black India ink.
Charts drawn in India ink should be so executed
throughout, with no typewritten material included. Letters and numbers appearing in figures
should be distinct and large enough so that no
character will be less than 2 mm high after reduction. A line 0.4 mm wide reproduces satisfactorily when reduced by one-half. Graphs, charts,
and photographs should be given consecutive
figure numbers as they will appear in the text.
Figure numbers and legends should not appear
as part of the figure, but should be typed
double spaced on a separate sheet of paper. Each
figure should be marked lightly on the back with
the figure number, author's name, complete address, and shortened title of the paper.
For figures, the originals with three clearly
legible reproductions (to be sent to reviewers)
should accompany the manuscript. In the case of
photographs, four glossy prints are required, prefferably 8 x 10 inches.
Refevence~and Notes. Number all references
to the literature and notes in a single sequence in
the order in which they are cited in the text.
Cite all references and notes but do not insert
reference numbers in titles or abstracts.
Accuracy and adequacy of the references are
the responsibility of the author. Therefore, literature cited should be checked carefully with the
original publications. References to personal letters, abstracts of oral reports, and other unedited
material may be included.
References to periodicals should be in the
order: authors, article title, unabbreviated journal

name, volume number, issue number, inclusive
pagination, and date of publication.
Smith, John, Jones, B. H. and Doe, Richard.
Special Librarianship in Action. Special Libraries, 59 (no. 1 0 ) : 1214-21 (Dec 1968)
References to books should be in the order:
authors, title, city, publisher, year, pagination.
Brown, Abel. Information at
Abracadabra Press, 1909. 248p.

Work. N . Y . ,

Full-Length Articles
Articles may range in length from about 1,000
words to a maximum of 5,000 words (up to 20
typed double spaced manuscript pages). Provide
a title of one or two lines of up to 35 characters
plus spaces per line.
Insert subheads at appropriate places in the text,
averaging about one subhead for each two or three
manuscript pages. Keep the subheads short (up
to 35 characters plus spaces). Do not use more
than one degree or level of subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the end of the article.
Write a brief author note, and include position
title and address. In the author note, include information concerning meetings, symposia, etc.
where the paper may have been presented orally.
Also submit recent glossy black-and-white photographs of the authors.
Brief Communications
Short reports or communications will usually
be less than 1,000 words in length (up to 4
typed double spaced manuscript pages). List the
authors on the last page of the text in the form
of a signature and include a simple mailing address.

Some librarjans tend to
~erestimateus.
They're convinced that
ne Times on Microfilm costs
o::e than it actually does.
The truth, however, is that
ment reels of The New York
rr es on Microfilm cost consid.ably less than any other mar news publication on microIT. Less than 8 cents per foot
. less than $7 per reel.
A subscription for 1971

costs $325.
Of course, the complete
back file is more expensive.
But thousands of our current
subscribers handle this by purchasing additional microfilm
a s iheir budgets allow.
And by using our Deferred Payment Plan.
Under this plan, libraries can purchase a s much micro film a s they need. And have
four years to pay. With imme-

diate use of the microfilm.
So if you haven't yet
subscribed to The New York
Times on Microfilm, we hope
it's not because you're overestimating us.
Let us s e n d you complete details. Write to The New
York Times, Library and Information Services Division, Dept.
SL-480A, 229 West 43d Street,
New York. N.Y. 10036.

"TheNew Yor
n Microfilm?
Ue'd love to subscribe to it. But at's just
:qoexpensive for our library."
w
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HOW TO RETRIEVE A FICHE
OR APERTURE CARD

